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The objective of this paper is to give a proof of the following result: 
THEOREM. Let E,, be an elementary abeliun group of ordm 16. Denote by 
H, the centralizer of an involution of &, in the holomorph of E, . If G is a Jinite 
simple group which possesses an involution z such that the centralizer of z iz 
G is isomorphic to H, , then only the following possibilities occur: 
(I) G is isomorphic to L5(2), 
(II) G is isomorphic to Mz4 , w 
(III) G has order 2*O * 33 * 5’ . 73 - 17. 
SOME PROPERTIE OF A GROUP G OF 0s~~ III 
(I) The group G possesses precisely two classes of involutions with the 
representatives z and t. 
(2) The centralizer H of z in G is isomorphic to Ho, and (x) is the center 
of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Moreover, O,(U) is the central product of 
three dihedral groups of orders 8 with amalgamated centers, M/O,(H) is 
isomorphic to L,(7), and H splits over O,(H). 
(3) The centralizer II* of t in G possesses a subgroup HrX of index 2 
which contains a normal elementary abelian subgroup V of order 4 of I-I*. 
The factor group 11,*/V is isomorphic to L,(4) and H*,V contains a sub- 
group isomorphic to S5 . 
(4) A Sylow 3-normalizer of G is an extension of a non-abelian group of 
order 27 and of exponent 3 by a dihedral group of order 8. 
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(5) A Sylow 5-subgroup F is elementary abelian of order 5’. The factor 
group N(F)/F . h 1s t e central product of a quaternion group Q of order 8 
extended by an automorphism of order 3 and a cyclic group z of order 4 
such that 1 Q n Z ( = 2 and 2 = Z(N(F)/lz). 
(6) A Sylow 7-subgroup S of G is non-abelian of order 73 and of exponent 7. 
Further, N(S)IS is isomorphic to the direct product of a group of order 3 
and S, . 
(7) A Sylow 17-normalizer of G is a Frobenius-group of order 2” . 17. 
(8) G has precisely 33 classes of conjugate elements. The list of conjugacy 
classes of G as well as the structure of the centralizer of every element of G 
is given in Section 3. In particular, G has precisely two classes of elements 
of order 3 with representatives p E H and y E H*, precisely one class of 
elements of order 5 with representative W, five classes of elements of 
order 7 with reprcsentativcs u E E-l, u-i, s E H*, s-l, 6 EC(~). One gets 
C(p) Gs (p) x L,(7), qr>i<r> eG 2% , C(w) z (w) x 45 , ! C(u) = 2 * 7’, 
C(s) E (s) x L,(7), and I C(l)! = 3 * 7”. 
Remark. By L,(y) we denote the n-dimensional projective special linear 
group over GF(q), and by Mz4 WC denote the Mathieu-group on 24 letters. 
In the whole paper G denotes a group which satisfies the assumptions of 
our theorem. We put C,(z) =: I1 and identify H with H, . In this identifica- 
tion ,!?a becomes E. The notation is standard. In particular, for any subset S 
of G, we put N(S) = N,(S) and C(S) = C,(S). For the definition of the 
holomorph of a certain group we refer to ([8]; Satz 29, p. 96). 
1. THE STRUCTURE OF 11 
(1.1) LEMIvL4. The group H is splitting extension of B by the holomorph of 
an elementary abelian group of order 8. Also, O,(H) is the central product of 
three dihedral groups of orders 8 with amalgamated centers, H/O,(H) is iso- 
morphic to L,(7), and H splits own O,(H). The multiplication table of H is 
de&mined by the matrices listed in the following proof. 
Proof. Since His a subgroup of the holomorph of E, and since H contains 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of the holomorph of B, we find that H splits over I: 
(see [Z]). WC consider E as a 4-dimensional vector space over GF(2). Let xi 
be the nontrivial element of E which is fixed by all transformations of a 
complement C of E in H. Extend z1 to a basis of E over GF(2), and put 
L; =-= <x1 , z3 , %a, zq). We represent C faithfully as a group of linear trans- 
formations of E with respect to the basis {x1 , x, , zR, zqJ. Thus, C is iso- 
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morphic to the totality C* of nonsingular matrices with entries in GF(2) of 
the following type: 
In what follows we shall identify C with Cu. It is straightforward that C is 
TABLE I 
'~~BLK OF CONJUGACY Chssm OF H 
Element x 49 x? I @H(4 I c, I @H(X) 
. .- --.. -.- ~. --- 
2 29 . 3 14 
2 29 . 3 14 
2 29 42 
2 28 84 
2 28 84 
2 2’ 168 
2 2’ 168 
4 z3 26 336 
4 21% 2” 336 
4 Zl 2’ . 3 56 
4 ““I 2’ 168 
4 n 26 336 
4 26 336 
4 zgr 25 672 
4 IL 2” 1,344 
4 TV 25 672 
4 nCL7 25 672 
4 z$z~npT 24 1,344 
8 T3Z4P 2’ 1,344 
3 23 3 896 
6 23 . 3 896 
6 22 . 3 1,792 
6 22 . 3 1,792 
12 2:.3 1,792 
7 2.7 1,536 
7 2.7 1,536 
14 2-7 1,536 
14 2.7 1,536 
-- 
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generated by the elements r, 7, 4, p, CL’, p, A, u, where the action of these 
elements is given by the following matrices: 
The group M = (.rr, 7, 7’) is an elementary abelian normal subgroup of 
order 8 of C. The group (~3.~7, VP’T’, p, nh, u) is isomorphic to L,(7) and 
acts faithfully on M. Thus, H/E is isomorphic to the holomorph of M. 
Put (M, zr) = Er . Then EEl = O,(H) is extra-special of order 2’ and of 
type as stated in the lemma. Further, 33 splits over EE, and Z3/O,(H) is 
isomorphic to L,(7). 
We are able to compute the conjugacy classes of 33 and the centralizers of 
their representatives. The results are listed in Table I. 
2. PREPARATORY LEMMAS 
In what follows T denotes the group EM+, p’, A). The order of T is 21° 
and hence T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. 
(2.1) LEMMA. The center Z(T) of T is equal to (xl) and T is a SyIow 
2-subgroup of G. The center of a maximal subpoup of T is elementary of order 
at most 4. 
Proof. Since C(E) = E, we have Z(7’) C E. Since EM is extra-special, 
we get Z(EM) = (z,). It follows Z(T) C (xl> C Z(T). Denote by Tl a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing 7’. Then, Z(l’,) _C H n Tl = T. Hence 
Z(T,) x (x,), and so, we obtain Tl c H. Denote by T1 a maximal subgroup 
of T. Since T is generated by involutions, there is an involution t in T \ T1. 
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-4ssume by way of contradiction that 1 Z(P) > 8. From the table of conju- 
gacy classes of H WC see that Z(F) is elementary. The Jordan-canonical 
form of t on Z(P) would yield 1 C(t) n Z(P)/ > 4 (see for instance [5]; 
p. 18). This, however, contradicts Z(T) = (zi). 
(2.2) LEMMA. R, = (zl , zg , .zq , n, ~LT, p’~‘) and R, - (x1 , x3 , n, p, 7, A) 
are the only elementary abelian subgroups of order 64 of T. Furthermore, R, and 
R, are selfcentralizing in G and both R, and Rz are normal in T. 
Proof. That R, and R, are selfcentralizing in G is obvious. Denote by R* 
an elementary abelian subgroup of T of order 64 which is different from R, . 
Xotc that R, is normalized by (T, p). Since j Z(T)i = 2, we get RIR” C T. 
If we had I R,R* 1 = 29, then the center of R,R* would have order at least 8 
which contradicts (2.1). Hence, ] R,R* 1 is equal to 2’ or 2s. Assume first 
that R,R* is equal to 2’. Then, 1 R, n R* I = 2” and R, n R* C Z(R,R*). 
We have T = R,((z,) x (T, T’)(x’\)) and hence R,R* = R,ty), where y is 
an involution of (xa) X (7, T’)(~X). We should have 1 CRI(y)J 2 2” which 
however is not the case, since CRl(z,) :--= (xi , zg, z,), CR,(~) :7 (zi , z, , V, PT.>, 
CR~(~)O -‘= <ZI , z, > X, PT), CR,(V) = <x* > x3 7 w’), 
and CR,(z&) = (zi , za , +~PT). Hence, we have 1 R,R* 1 = 2s. It follows 
/ R, A R* ! = 24. Since R, n R* c Z(R,R*), we get R,R* C R,(T, r’j(TA). 
Hence, R,R” = R1(~, A). Since C(R,) = R, , we get 
Z(R,R*) = (z, , z3, ,rr, /K). 
There exist elements r E R, and Y* E R* with rr* :: 7. It follows [r, 71 = I, 
and so, r lies in CRl(~) and in R*. Therefore, 7 is an element of R*. In a 
similar way one shows that rh lies in R*. Hence, R* == Rt. The lemma is 
proved. 
(2.3) LEMMA. A Sylow 2-subgroup of C(z,,n) has order 2y. Thus, G has at 
least two classes of involutions. 
Proof. We have C,(z,r) = R1(7, h, z~T') which has order 2”. Computa- 
tion shows that the second member of the derived series of C,(z,rr) is equal 
to (ai). The assertion follows. 
(2.4) LEMMA. The involution z1 is conjugate in G to zQ or 7. 
Proof. By way of contradiction assume that zi is conjugate neither to z3 
nor to r in G. Application of ([2]; Corollary 1, p. 404) yields that a, is conju- 
gate in G to 7~7, J?$%pT, z4%pT, or p. 
Assume first hat zi is conjugate to %pT in G. Put C,(xp~) -__ x. Since 
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X = R,R, , the center of X is equal to (zr , za , r, ~.LT) = V. Denote by T1 
a subgroup of order 2” of C,(np~) which contains X. Then V 4 (T, T’), 
and (I; T1) $11. The factor group N( V),!X = ‘$I is isomorphic to a sub- 
group of A, and it has a four-group as Sylow 2-subgroup. Since N(T) = T 
not all involutions of % are conjugate in %. Hence, by ([d]; Theorem 14.3.1, 
p. 203), 9J possesses a normal 2-complement 9Jl. Application of a result of R. 
Brauer (see [Z4], p. 146) yields that j 931 1 is equal to 3 or 9. We assume first 
that I !lx I is equal to 3. It follows that ‘% possesses a normal subgroup of 
order 2. Therefore, X(7’), X(z,), or X(x,,‘) is normal in N(v). It is a 
consequence of (2.1) that Z(X<,‘)) = (zi , r), Z(X(x,)) = (a1 , z:~), and 
Z(X(Q)) = (zi , z~x). Because of N(V) e H, we would get x1 N r, 
x1 w za , or zr N Barr which is not possible. It remains the case / ml I = 9. 
First we show that N(V) does not contain an element of order 3 of H. Let x 
be an clement of order 3 in NH(V). The element x normalizes X, v and 
V n E == (zi , za). It is easy to see that x induces the identity automorphism 
of V/(x1 , za). Thus, x lies in C,(V). This contradicts the structure of 
C,(p). Put ‘pi = XT’, (Ye = Xz, , ova = XZ~T’. The Brauer-formula yields 
Consequently, X(7’), X(z,), or X(z27’) is normalized by an element of 
order 3 which does not centralize .a1 . This yields a contradiction. We have 
proved that x1 m ~1~7 cannot happen. Similarly, one shows that zi N ~~71~7 
is not possible. 
yext, we handle the case that z1 N p holds in G. Put C&) = Y. Clearly, 
Z(Y) = ($7 r, p>. Denote this group by V. Then, V 4 Y(T’, z,J and 
N(I/)/Y is isomorphic to a subgroup of L,(7). Denote by T2 a subgroup of 
order 2n of C(p) which contains Y. Then, I/ <I (Y, z, , T’, T*). It follows 
N(V) c N. If N(V) were a 2-group, then ; N( T;)! =: 21°, and therefore, 
Z( ye4 > 7’)) = (al , x) would be normal in N(V). Since .er + ‘in N zrr, 
we have obtained a contradiction. Consequently, N(V) is not a 2-group. 
Since not all elements of V” are conjugate in G, it follows that N(V)/Y is 
isomorphic to A, or S’, . The first cast is not possible, since N( G’) !& H and 
( ,a1 , n) would be normal in N(V). It remains the case N( V)/Y z S, . The 
2-group Y(zq , T’) is normal in a Sylow 2-subgroup F of N(V). We have 
1 F 1 = 2’0, and because of (zi , rr) 4 p, it follows Z(T) = (zJ, since 
otherwise zr N 7r would hold in G. It is clear that z, has precisely three 
conjugates under N(V) which all lie in V. The set V+ splits into the following 
<Y>%, T’)-classes: {z,>, {x}, {z,~}, {p, rp, a+, zinp}. The element .zr would 
have five conjugates under N(V), since z, + n in G. This is a contradiction. 
Finally, we have to handle the cast .a1 m Z*X~T. We put CII(zqmp7) = Y. 
Clearly, Z(Y) = (z, , a3 , .QXI*T). Denote this group by Y. Denote by 
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7’a a subgroup of order 2* of C(Z,~~PT) which contains Y. One gets 
11 4 ( Y, es , T, T2), N( J’) g 11, and Z(( Y, za , T)) = (z, , a$. If N(V) were 
a 2-group then 1 N(V)/ -= 21° and ( al , sa) G N(V). This contradicts s1 + x, 
and N(V) $L H. Hence, N(V) is not a 2-group. Since not all elements of c’” 
are conjugate in G, we must have N( V),/Y E d, or S,r . The first case is not 
possible because then (z 1 , zs) would be acted upon nontrivially by an 
clement of order 3. Assume therefore that N(V)/ Y z S, holds. The group 
(Y, 2% ,r) is normal in a Sylow 2-subgroup T of N(V) and (zr , za) c:! F. 
Hence, Z(T) is equal to (zi). It follows that z1 has precisely three conjugates 
under N( J’) which all lie in J’. The set Vk splits into the following {Y, z? , r>- 
classes: izi>, {z3}, {%+a}, {z4rp7, .eiz~~~~, zsz4x~7, ~“izas~~~~}. Hence, z, has 
precisely five conjugates under N(Jf). Th is, however, is not possible. The 
assertion of the lemma follows. 
We remark that E and l?r occur symmetrically in 1-I. Hence: 
(2.5) Interchanging E and I?‘, if necessary, we may and shall assume that 
x1 - z3 holds in G. 
(2.6) hMMA. Denote by T, a SyZozc 2-subgroup of C(z,) containing 
R,R,(z,). lf z4xpr is not conjugate to x4 under (T, Tz), then N(E),‘E is iso- 
morphic to A, , 
Proof. Put Y = R,R,(z,) and denote by 7, a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
C(sa) which contains Y. From (2.5) follows that ! T, == 2lO. We know 
that T, is not contained in H. In what follows we shall assume that zlrpr is 
not conjugate to zq under (7’, I’,). 
Denote by E” a normal subgroup of Y and assume that E* is conjugate 
to E under (T, T&. Clearly, Y Q (T, T3), and so, Z(Y) = (xi , x1) is 
normal in (7’, TX). It follows that (zt , za) lies in E*. Assume that 
E* n (zi , z$, z&z2 is not empty. Then, E* =-: E, since all elements of 
(z i , zs , x,)x, are conjugate under Y. 
\Ve assume now that E* n (zi , z3 , z4)z2 = ,x. Suppose first that x.% lies 
in E*. Then, E n E* = (z, , z, ,s3 = X and X 0 Y. Hence E*/X is a nor- 
mal subgroup of order 2 of Y/X where of E*/X C Z( Y/X) T= (za , r, ~7) X/X 
follows. We get the following possibilities for E* : X(n), X<;;~T>, X(~T>, 
X(2,), X(.rrz,), X(Z~~~LT), X(Z,~T). The first three groups are not self- 
centralizing, the fourth group is E, and the last three groups contain elements 
of order 4. We have shown that a4 E E* is not possible. Recause of 
L? n (zi , za , za)zp = ;7 and the fact that all element of (2, , zs>zq are 
conjugate under I’, WC must have E n E* -= (zl , .a$. It is easy to compute 
that Z( Y/(x, , xa)) == (zq, 5T, ,LT, X1, X3)@, , Z2). Put P = (X4, 77, /LT, Z1 , -“:&. 
The order of (7, TX) is either 2 is . 3 or 21° . 32. Assume by way of contra- 
diction that I(T, T& :-:: 21° . 32. Then, (T, T,) = N(<z, , z,)) and Y is 
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normal in N((s, , ~a)), since Y is characteristic in Y. But u lies in N((z, , ~“a)), 
and so, (~7)” .:= A would be contained in p which is not the case. Hence, 
i(7’, rl’a)l =: 21° . 3. There exists an clement z of order 3 in (T, TJ such 
that (zr , za)(z’) E A, . The following cosets have the property that if x 
and y are in the same coset then x wy under Y : (.zl , z$z,, , (zr , z,)xz, , 
(3 9 %)tL=h , (x1 , @wp. Each of the following cosets splits into two 
conjugacy classes of Y : (z, , z&r, (zr , Z.&T, (zr , z&rpr. Clearly, (zr , zs)zd 
cannot be mapped onto (zr , zJ ~rz,, by V, since zarr -, z4r + z1 and all 
involutions of E are conjugate. If D fixes (zr , z&z, , then ZJ normalizes 
(zi , z, , z?), and so, (zr , za , zq) would be contained in E*, since I!* N E 
in (T,T,) and (zl,+, 4 x ) Q (‘f, 2;). This is not possible. Hence, z, dots 
not fix (xr , z&z, . In particular, z, does not induce the identity automorphism 
of q<q 9 zJ. Put E = (zl , z&. Then, ‘L: cannot fix i&rpr. Hence, we may 
assume i&p7 > &.u s &. It follows E.z~ > .&+L~ 5 .!?QTP~. Therefore, 
z, would be conjugate to F.z~~~T which is against our assumption. 
We have proved that E is not conjugate to a normal subgroup of Y different 
from E under (T, T&. Since T, $ I-1 and since II/E is isomorphic to a 
maximal subgroup of A,, we get N(E)/E z A,. The lemma is proved. 
(2.7) COROLLARY. Let T:, be as in (2.6). If N(E) = II, then z, is conjugate 
to zyrp~ in (T, T&. Further, N(E) splits mer E. 
Proof. The first part of the assertion is a direct consequence of (2.6). 
The second part follows from a result in [I], since a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
N(E) splits over E. 
(2.8) LEMMA. The incolution n is not conjugate to zSm in G. 
Proof. If w would be conjugate to zan in G, then C,(z+r) would be 
conjugate to a Sylow 2-subgroup X of CH(~). But X’ is not isomorphic 
to [C,(Z~V)]‘. The result follows. 
(2.9) LEMMA. The order of N((z, , z&) is equal to 21° - 32. In particular, 
) G 1 is divisible by 32. 
Proof. We have C((z, , za)) = I?<n, T, CL, A, P/T’, u> and this group has 
order 2g . 3. -41~0, T normalizes (zr , za). Let Tl be a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
C(za) which contains E(sr, /.L, 7, A, p’r’). Then ’ T, 1 :: 210, (zl , z& 4 (T, T,), 
and z, w za w z1z3 in (‘r, 2;). Hence, zr has precisely three conjugates 
under N((x, , ~a)). The result follows. 
(2.10) LEMMA. C(p)/<p) is isomorphic to one of the following groups: 
s, ) sj ) I,,(7), or ‘4, . 
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Proof. WC have C&(p) = (zr , ~a, n) x (p). Since (pi, x2, Z) is dihedral 
of order 8 with center equal to (z,), it follows that (x1 , ~a, n) is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C(p). We remark that u is conjugate to p in N. Denote by K 
the maximal odd-order normal subgroup of C(U). The four-group (zi , z~) 
acts on K and we have 
It is a consequence of (2.9) that all involutions of (si , aa) are conjugate in 
C(u) n N((x, , zJ). Hence, 
It follows K = (u). We are in a position to apply ([3]; Theorem 1, p. 553). 
Since 32 divides I G 1, WC get that C(p);(p) is isomorphic to S, , S, , L,(7), 
4 9 or A,. Assume by way of contradiction that C(p)!ip) s A, holds. 
Then, all involutions of C(p) are conjugate to zr . Since the centralizer of an 
involution of A, has order 24, one sees that (zr) stabilizes a subgroup of 
order 9 of C(p). This, however, is not possible, since 32 does not divide ; fl I. 
The lemma is proved. 
‘I’he next two lemmas are stated without proofs. 
(2. I 1) ~vIMA. f?, has precisely 7 classes of involutions under (T, p). 
Under (T, p> there is precisely one element conjugate to z1 , there are precisely 
6 conjugates of z3, precisely two conjugates of rr, precisely 6 conjugates of z3x, 
precisely 12 conjugates of rrpr, precisely I2 conjugates of .zlxpi-, and precisely 
24 conjugates of xpp. 
(2.12) I,EMM.4. R, has precisely 7 classes of involutions under (T, u>. 
Lkder (T, u> there is precisely one element conjugate to zzl , there are precisely 
6 conjugates of zr, precisely two conjugates of zp , precisely 6 conjugates of zp, 
precisely 12 conjugates of rrpr, precisely 12 conjugates of z1irp7, and precisely 
24 conjugates of p. 
(2.13) ~~EMMA. The group Ri , i = 1, 2, is normal in every Sylvw ~-SUB- 
group of G which contains it. Tuo involutions of Hi which are conjugate to z1 
in G are conjugate in N(Ri). 
Proof. The assertion follows directly from (2.1) and (2.2). 
(2.14) LEMM:\. A Sylow 2-subgroup of C(z+,p-‘) has order 2”. All 
elements of G with square equal to z3rr are conjugate to z2.z:+r’. 
Proof. Put C,(Z~.&) = X. Then, X’ = (zi). The first assertion 
481/13/2-8 
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follows. For the second part of the lemma we remark that in H there is only 
one class of square roots of a,~ and that H contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
wc34. 
(2.15) I,EMMA. Assume that z1 is conjugate to 3r. Denote hy Tz a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C(v) containing R,R,(r’). If 7 is not conjugate to p under (T, Yk), 
then N(El)jEl is isomorphic to A, . 
Proof. Put Y = R,R,(r’), and denote by 7, a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
C(r) which contains Y. Clearly, 1 T, j 7. 21° and Tr is not contained in H. 
In what follows we shall assume that 7 is not conjugate to p under (T, I’,,). 
Denote by E* a normal subgroup of Y and assume that B* is conjugate 
to Er under (Jr, 7;). Clearly, Y is normal in (T, 7’,), and so, Z(Y) =. (a, , W) 
is normal in (T, ‘7,). It follows that (zr , n) lies in IF. Assume that 
JY* n (.zl , 7r) 7)T’ is not empty. Then, B* = El , since all elements of 
(zr , n, T)T’ are conjugate under Y. 
\jTe assume now that E* f~ (zl , n, 7)~’ == 0. Suppose first hat Q- lies in 
B*. Then E* n El == (zl, 71,~) = X and X Q Y. Hence, E*/X is a normal 
subgroup of order 2 of Y/X, whereof E*(X C Z(Y/X) = (T’, a,, p) X/X 
follows. We get the following possibilities for E* : X(zs), X(x+), X(p), 
X(,‘), X(Z~T’), X&T’), X(Z+T’). The first three groups are not self- 
centralizing, the fourth group is l$ , the last three groups contain elements 
of order 4. We have shown that 7 E E* is not possible. Because of 
E* n (x1 , 77, T)T’ = ,Z and the fact that all elements of (zi , Z)T are conju- 
gate in Y, we must have B* n E1 = (zr , VT). It is easy to compute that 
Z( YKZ, , 7)) = (.z+ , r, 7, za , p)/(xr , r). Put P = (z, ,7~, 7t p, a.?). The 
order of (T, T;;,) is equal to 2 r0 . 3 or 2r” . 3”. Assume by way of contra- 
diction that i(rr‘, T )i = 2rO * 32. Then, (T, Tr) = N((z, , z)). Because of 
p Q NC+, , r)) and P G N((z, , x)), we would get that /1* - pt~’ is contained 
in Y which is not the case. Hence, [(T, I’,,) = 21° . 3. There exists an 
element z, of order 3 in (T, T,,) such that (zi, n)(v) -z A, . The following 
cosets have the property that if x and y are in the same coset then y w x in 
y: (Zl , T)T, (z, , r> Z,T, (zl , r)p, (x1 , n) z+. Each of the following cosets 
splits into two conjugacy classes under Y: (ai , n) IN, (zr , ~)a~, (x, , r) ZEST. 
The clement v cannot map (a1 ,T)T onto (ai , rr) ~~7, since (zs7)u2 == zsz + zr . 
If 71 futcs <zr , x)7, then w normalizes (.‘nr , , T), and so, (zi, 7,~) would bc 
contained in E*, since E* - E, in (T, T,) and (zl , n, 7) 4 (7: v). This 
is not possible. Hence, z’ does not fix (zr , T)T. In particular, u does not 
induce the identity automorphism of Y/(z, , r). Put E = (a, , v). It is clear 
that cu’ permutes the cosets E v-, Ez, , -P - &+T. Hence, one may choose v so 
that i% 5 &L -% ~,F+ holds. It follows that 7 is conjugate to p under{ 7; Tn:,> 
which is against our assumption. 
We have proved that E,. is not conjugate to a normal aubgroup of I 
different from E1 under (2’. T,). Since T? $ H, it follows IV(E, s A, . 
The lemma is proved. 
(2.16) hUNA. Ti ze imolzkan z3rr is not cmjugate to q~r Zn G. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that zan is conjugate to ~7~7 in G. 
Then, it follows from (2.14) that ~~~~7’ is conjugate to p’~‘h. Consequently, 
C&++T’) is conjugate to C,&‘T’~). But one of these groups is abelian and 
the other is not. This proves the lemma. 
(2.17) L-EMUA. .4ssume that N(R,), i =. 1 or 2, has order 210 . 3” . 5. 
Then, C(.QT) n N(R,) is a splitting extension of Rj by S, . Further, N(Ri) is a 
splitfing extension of Ri by a group X. The group X cojltains a normal sub- 
group X, of order 3 mch that [X : C,(X,)J = 2, C,(X,),‘X, e A,, and 
X/XI e S, _ A Sylow 5-normalizer qf N(R,) has order 24 * 3 . 5. The centralim 
of mt element of order 5 of N(K,) is isomorphic tu a direct product of A, and 
a group of order 5. 
Proof. Since i NH(Ri)I 2 210 . 3, the involution z1 has precisely 45 conju- 
gates under N(R,). Clearly, ~$7 has either precisely 6 or 18 conjugates under 
N(&). If z+rr would have only 6 conjugates under N(R,), then (z, , x3 , xq , T;> 
or jf~l , zJ , 7, T> would be centralized by an element of order 5 which is 
impossible. Hence, by (2.16), we must have ,Z~T - x,npr. It follows that 
C(Z,,S~) n N(Ri) = Q has order 2 s . 3 . 5. A Sylow 2-subgroup of Q is 
&<T, nh)(+~‘) which is equal to R2(z1zsz4 , z~T’)<‘P’~‘). hpplication of a 
result in [I] yields that Q possesses a subgroup Qi with Q/Rig Q, and 
&$ .n A, = < 1). Assume by way of contradiction that Q1 is soluble. Then, 
an element x of order 5 of Qr is centralized by an involution y of Qr . Conju- 
gating with an element of Q1 we obtain an involution p of C,(Z,Z) n Q, 
which is centralized by an element 2 of order 5 of Q1 . Put Y == Ri(jQ. 
Then, Y is normalized by (2). Clearly,(z, , zs~) lies in Z(Y). Since z1 + zsrr, 
and since (ij normalizes Z( I’), WC get I Z(Y)! = 25 because C(R,> = Ri . 
It follows Z(Y) CRL . Since 7 &i-s not iie in R, , the group Z(Y)(p) is 
elementary abelian of order 2’j and different from Ri . It follows 
Z(Y) c R, n R, which is not possible, since 1 R, (7 R, 1 =: 24. We have 
shown that Q, is not soluble. Application of ([j]; Theorem 1, p. 553) yieids 
Q1 .e Ss , since a Sylow 2-subgroup of Q, is dihedral of order 8. This proves 
the first part of the lemma. 
Now we shall prove the assertion about the 5-structure of IV(&). Put 
J .= N(<.u)) n N(R,), where x is an elcmertt of order 5 of Q. Note that all 
elements of order 5 are conjugate in N(Ri). A ssume by way of contradiction 
that .T is not centralized by an element of or-der 3 of N(Ri). It is clear that 2” 
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divides 1 J /. Application of a theorem of Sylow yields 1 J : -12’ . 5. Denote 
by il a subgroup of order 2’ of J. Clearly, R,A is a 2-group, and so, 
1 A n Ri 1 > 23. But, obviously, [A n R, , ( x)] -= 1, and this implies that x 
would centralize Ri which is not possible. It follows that N(R,) contains an 
element y of order 3 which centralizes x. Therefore, y normalizes C,i(x), 
a group which is of order 4. Since x3rr lies in CR,(x), we must have 
CR (x)<jj) ~2 A, because otherwise zsn would be centralized by an element 
of order 15 which is not the case. Assume by way of contradiction that x is 
centralized by a subgroup A of order 9 of N(R,). Then, A normalizes the 
four-group C, (x), and so, an element n E A of order 3 centralizes C,,(x). 
This, however: is not possible, since x37 E C,,(x) and [x, a] = 1. It follows 
that 3 but not 3’ divides the order of C(x) n k(R,). A Sylow 2-subgroup /a 
of J has order at least 24. Application of a theorem of Sylow yields 1 jZ 1 = 2* 
or ! JZ ! = 24. Assume by way of contradiction that 1 JZ 1 -= 2*. Then, 
Ja contains a subgroup 3s of order 2O which is centralized by x. Since 
1 js n Ri 1 < 2”, we must have 1 Rij2 1 = 2r”. but we know that a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G is not normalized by elements of odd order. Hence, we 
have shown that / J2 ) = 24. The structure of / follows. 
Finally, we determine the structure of N(Ri)/R, . A Sylow 2-subgroup of 
N(R,) is R,[(z,> x (7, ~‘)(7~h)] which is equal to R&T’) x (z3z4, ~L’T’)(z,)]. 
Hence, by a result of [I], N(R,) possesses a subgroup X such that 
Ri n X = (1) and I-$X = N(R,). The order of X is equal to 24 * 33 * 5. 
We know that X possesses a subgroup isomorphic to S, . From the order 
of X we deduce that the only simple groups which can be involved in X 
are A, and A, . Denote by X1 a minimal normal subgroup of X. If X1 is not 
solvable then X, s A, or X1 z A, . Assume that Xr g A, . Then, X, is 
centralized by a group of order 9 which is not possible. If X1 g A, , then X1 
is centralized by an element of order 3 of X. Clearly, [X : Xr X’ (x)] = 2 
and 0(X, x (x)) =: (x), and so, (x) is normal in X. We have proved that 
X possesses a minimal normal subgroup X1 which is soluble. If X1 is a 
2-group, then X, is centralized by an element of order 5 of X which is not 
possible. Hence, X1 C O(X). The presence of a subgroup of X isomorphic 
to A5 forces that 1 O(X)/ is prime to 5. It follows that O(X) is a nontrivial 
3-group. Obviously, j O(X)1 cannot be divisible by 9, since otherwise an 
element of order 5 of X would be centralized by a group of order 9. WC have 
shown that ] O(X)J = 3. 
Denote by S(X) the product of all soluble normal subgroups of X. Since X 
has a subgroup isomorphic to ~2,) we get that S(X) is a (2, 3)-group. The 
group X contains elements of order 4. Hence, an element of order 5 stabilizes 
a subgroup chain of S(X). It follows S(X) = O(X) = X1 and S(X) is of 
order 3. Denote by X, a normal subgroup of X which is minima1 with 
respect to containing O(X) properly. Then, X,/X, is nonsoluble and charac- 
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teristically simple. Hence, X,/X, is isomorphic to either A, or A,. Assume 
by way of contradiction that X,/X, s A, holds. Then, X, contains a sub- 
group A isomorphic to Aj and X, = XI x A. It follows that A is normal 
in X and that A is centralized by a subgroup of order 9 of X which is not 
possible. Hence, we must have X,/X, g A, . Obviously, X, C C(X,). 
Assume by way of contradiction that X, lies in Z(X). Then, a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of G would be normalized by an element of order 3 which is impossible. 
Therefore, we must have [X : C&(X,)] = 2. We know that X does not 
possess elements of order 8. Assume that X/X, is not isomorphic to 4. 
Then, there exists an involution x in X/X, which centralizes X,/X, . There 
is an involution x in x and an element y of order 5 in Xa such that [y, x] E XI . 
An earlier esult yields [y, .Y] f 1. But then, [r, ~1 is equal to an element r 
of order 3 of X, , and so, qx = r is of order 15 which is not possible. This 
contradiction proves X/XI s S, . The lemma is proved. 
(2.18) LI:.MMA. The involutions z1 , z3 , and r are contained in the same 
conjugacy class of G. 
I+@. In (2.5) we have remarked that we may assume without loss of 
generality that zI - Z, holds in G. We have to prove only that zr - x holds. 
This is clearly true if N(E,)/E, is isomorphic to A, . Thus, we assume that 
N(E,) = H. 
First we handle the case N(E) = I-I. Application of (2.7) yields that Z~ is 
conjugate to .z,,v~T in G. It is a consequence of (2.13) that in N(R,) we have 
21 - a3 - r+pr. Assume that zr 1s conjugate to neither rr, “~17, nor z,~,uT. 
Then, 1 N(R,)I = 2 lo * 3 * 31. Considering the (T, pj-classes of RI one finds 
that we must have zgr - rr in G which contradicts (2.8). Hence, in N(R,) WC 
have z1 - rr, a, - rrpr, or zI - X~X~.LT. Assume by way of contradiction 
that z1 is not conjugate to r. Then, either zI - rrp~ or x1 y z,rpr holds in 
N(R,), and zI has either 43 or 55 conjugates under N(R,). This, however, is 
not possible by the order of L,(2). Thus, we have shown that z1 -r must 
hold in this case. 
Finally, we have to consider the case in which N(E)/E g A, holds. We 
use the fact that N(E)/E possesses precisely two conjugacy classes of involu- 
tions which can be distinguished by the action on E. Representatives of one 
class centralize a subgroup of order 8 of -E, and representatives of the other 
class centralize only subgroups of order 4 of E. We get that I&r and &pr 
are conjugate under N(E)/E. The coset E?r splits into conjugacy classes 
of H in the following way: 27~ r 6zax + 8z,~r. The coset Eqr splits into 
H-classes in the following way: 27rp7 + 2z,rrp7 f 4zpr+7. -L Sza7i;FLr. From 
(2.8) we know that 7r - z,n is not possible. Hence, we get zqmpr - x:,~ 
and either ~~,LLT -R OS zpp7 - Z. ff we had ~~721~7 -‘in, then Z!L~ - zsrr 
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would follow. This, however, contradicts (2.16). Thus, npr NW and 
z,rrcLr - z,r - X~VT~T holds. 
In what follows we shall assume by way of contradiction that zr is not 
conjugate to r in G. Then, WC must have ) N(R,)I = 2*” .3 .7. Clearly, 
zarr has more than 6 conjugates under N(R,), since otherwise an element of 
order 7 of N(R,) would centralize (zi , zs , z, , v), and so, N(R,)/R, would 
not act faithfully on R, . Since zsrr cannot have precisely 18 or 30 conjugates 
under N(R,), we see that under N(R,) we have z,n - Z~X~T - Z~~FT. Also, 
z has more than two conjugates under N(R,). Hence, rr - rp~ under N(R,). 
Next we look at N(R,). In N(R,), the involution xi has tither 3 or 27 
conjugates. Assume first that 1 N(R,), = 2r” . 34. Then, zl has precisely 
27 conjugates under N(R,). Thus, x1 - Z~ - p holds under N(R,). We have 
Ii n C(p) =- R&p*)) and Z(H,+‘)) =: (zr , rr, CL). Denote by c’ a subgroup 
of C(p) of order 2s which contains R&L'). Then, (z, ,7r, CL) is normalized 
by C. The only elements of (zr , X, CL) which are conjugate to x are ?r and 
X~ST. It follows that (x, zrx) is normalized by U, and since zr + n - zrn, 
we get U C: H n C(p) = R&L'). This is a contradiction. 
Now, we handle the case that ) N(R,)! = 2r” . 3’. In this case zr has 
precisely three conjugates under N(R,). These are zr , za , and .zizs . Assume 
that m has precisely 6 conjugates under N(R,). Then, a group of order 3 
centralizes (zr , r, T) which is not possible. Clearly, rr cannot have precisely 
30 or 42 conjugates under N(R,). Thus, we have rr - rrp~ and r + p under 
N(R,). A Sylow 2-subgroup of C(xiq~) n N(R,) has order 2O. Hence, 
Z~~PT has more than 12 conjugates under N(R,). Clearly, Z~~PT cannot 
have precisely 36 or 42 conjugates under N(R,). It follows zixp~ - zQx + p 
under N(R,). Thus, p has precisely 24 conjugates under N(R,). Hence, 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(p) has order 2’. 
WC want to determine C(zsrr). First, we show that (zq, Z+T) is normal 
in C(z,n) .= 6;. A Sylow 2-subgroup of 6 is R,R,(z,r'). We have 
C6(.&)n H = (xl, ~~71, z?T', T, z,z4). 
The commutator subgroup of this group is (zi). Hence, a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of C&q.+) has order 2”. Since RIR,(z,~') := Rp(~1~3~4,~'~')(~~~'), 
we get that no involution of R,R,(z,T') - R,R, can be conjugate to an 
involution of R, or R, . Here, we have used the fact that all involutions of 
R,z,r' are conjugate to zar’ under R, . It follows that z+r is not conjugate 
to an involution of RIR,(zg') - R,R, . Let x be an involution of R,R, . 
Then, x lies in R2, R,z, , Rge'r', or R$'T', and so, x lies in R, or R, . 
Now, let x be an involution of R, with x - .a+~ in G. Then, there exists y 
in 6 with (~~11~)’ = x. It follows R1vR,Y C C&X) and R, CC&x). Taking 
into account that all involutions of (z,n, zips) are conjugate to z,lr in G, 
we see that a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(Z+~) has order 2*. Thus, (R1R2)Y is 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of C&x), and we may assume R, C (R,R,)v. It follows 
R, = Rz’, since R, and R, are not conjugate in G. Hence, y E N(R,) C 8, 
and so, x is either equal to Z+T or x~z~~~T. Since N(R,) n 6 = N(R,) n 8, 
we get the same result if x lies in R, . Put 0r = 0/(za7~). Since 0 contains 
the four-group <zl , z&, since x1 - z,z, -z, holds in G, and since zarr is 
not conjugate to za or ?r, we get O(a) = (I). Application of a theorem af 
Burnside yields O(0,) = (1). F rom what we have shown above follows that 
zr&xa~) is not conjugate in 0, to an element of (0 n H)/(s,n) different 
from zi~~(s,rr). We are able to apply ([2]; Corollary 1, p. 404) and get that 
.z,~~(zarr> lies in Z(0,). Therefore, (z3r, +T> is a normal subgroup of 0. 
Put 0, = C((z8rr, .a+~)). We shall now determine 0 -= @r/(+~, z~,K). 
Kate that O(0) = (11, since O(&) ~7 (1) and not all inv-olutions of 
(zarr, x,p’-) are conjugate in 0, . In the epimorphism 6, -+ 0 we put: 
Ri -+ ‘i& , i = 1,2, x1 - 3l , z3 + 33 , T - t, h--f I, z4 + 3*, $7 -+tn’t’. 
Then, CE(3,) = (3r , 3:% ,34 , nt’t’)(t, I) = 2:. One computes 
It follows C,(t) = C,(I) = C%(U) = !I& . Note that \ N(si) n 0 1 = 2G. 
Hence, !I& is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(t), C,(l), and C&l). In a similar way 
one gets that ‘!Rr is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(x) for every x F !I$ -- (jr , 3a). 
It is easy to see that C~(j3) and C&3J are 2-groups, since z1 N za and 
za + .za7r + TT in G. Denote by 9 an involution in %i - (3, ,3a). Then, 
N(!&) n C(9) n 0 = ‘$& , and so, by a theorem of Burnside, we see that 
C(9) n 0 has a normal 2-complement ‘#. The presence of <3i , j4) forces 
?_ = (1). We have shown that 0 is a CIT-group in the sense of 
84. Suzuki [II]. We use now the result of [IO]. The group 0 possesses a
normal series 
where 0, is 2-closed, 0/O, is a group of odd order, and 0,;0, is a simple 
(C)-group or isomorphic to MS (see [ZO]; Theorem 2, p. 192), or 0 is 2-closed. 
Assume by way of contradiction that 0 is not 2-closed. Suppose that 
0, =I <I >. Then, 0, is a simple (C)-group or 0r z Ms . This is not possible, 
since 1 0, 1 is divisible by 2” and Q1 has more than one class of involutions. 
Hence, we have 0a If (I >. Denote by 0, a minimal normal 2-subgroup of 0 
which lies in 0, . Note that 0, cannot have odd order because O(0) == (1). 
We get 0, f (1) and Z(2) n 0a + (1). If Z(2) n 0z would have order 2, 
then 0 would be a 2-group which is against our assumption. Thus, 
Z(2) C 03 C 2. Clearly, 3‘ , j:, , 3139 are not conjugate ta any other eIements 
of % in 0. Hence, 0 lies in N6((al, &)). It follows that 0, normalizes 
(3 t 23 9 z, PT), and so, 0r lies in N(R,R,). Thus, 0i lies in N(R,). This is 
against our assumption that 0 is not 2-closed. Therefore, 0 must bc 2-closed. 
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It follows 2 4 6. If Z =/ 6, then X is normalized by elements of odd 
order, and so, R,R, is normalized in G1 by elements of odd order. Since 
RI N R, is impossible, we see that R, is normalized in Gi, by elements of odd 
order. This, however, is not possible, since N(R,) n 6 is a 2-group. We 
have found that X = 05 and that g1 is a 2-group. Since 6 == @&(z,r’), 
it follows C(z,m) C H. 
Next, we determine Cc(~). Clearly, CH(rr) lies in N(R,). We have 
C(r) n N(R,) :-= (zl , .z3 ,z4 , n, ~7, ~‘T’)(T, T’)(P)(&). Assume that z1 is 
conjugate under C(r) = H,, to an involution x in R,R,(r'). Then, we must 
have (q , rr) N (x, x). It follows that zI cannot be conjugate to one of the 
following elements: zs, zq, zlzs, zlq, =.?z,, z1z3x4. Clearly, z1 is not 
conjugate to an involution of Rp or R,d. Consider O(H,). This group is 
acted upon by the four-group (z3 77 2+7). Since all involutions of (x37r, z,p~) , 
are conjugate to z:<r in G, we get O(H,,) = (I). Application of a result 
of G. Glauberman yields (zl) _C Z(Zr_). It follows I-I, = C,(r). 
Finally, we determine C(p) = H,, . We know that EIU n N(R,) has order 
2’ . 3 and that a Sylow 2-subgroup of H,, has order 2’. Thus, R,(p') is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of FIG. Since Z(H&‘)) -_ (zl ,x, p), we see that 
N(R,(p')) lies in If, and so, NH (R&I)) .= R&'). Hence, (II, n N(R,))jR? 
is isomorphic to S, . All involltions of R,+' are conjugate to p’ under R, . 
Further, we have R,(p') n C&‘) : (z, , x, I*, p’). This group contains 
only one clement conjugate to z1 , namely z1 itself. Denote by ci a 2-sub- 
group of order 2j of C(p’) n H, which contains (z, , r, p, CL’). Then, 
U C C(4 n C(P) n C(K) = (3 , =, CL, t4. This contradiction yields that 
(3 > r, CL, p’) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(p)) n H,, . It follows that no 
involution of R&p') - R, is conjugate to an element of R, . By a result of 
J. G. Thompson [I.?] we get that lZU has a subgroup of index 2. Since p’ does 
not lie in O,(N(R,) n H,), we get that CL’ inverts an element x of order 3 of 
NHw(R,). We remark that N(R,) lies in N(E), since (zl , xg) is normal in 
N(R,). It follows C,*(X) = (p, y) is of order 4, since s is not conjugate to p 
and N(B)iE g A, , and so, a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(X) n N(E) has order 4. 
Clearly, p’ normalizes (p, y). Assume by way of contradiction that y lies in 
<z, > X, CL). Then, x centralizes one of the following elements: z1 , z, z,~‘, 
w, w .wv. Clearly, PI , X] = I or [z+, X] = 1 is not possible. Assume 
that [r, X] =: 1 or [x17r, .x] == 1 holds. Then, we would get x N p in N(B) 
which is not possible. It follows that y does not lie in (q , r, p). Hence, 
p’yp‘ = tly. It follows that y lies in Z(R&')) modulo (CL). In the epimor- 
phism /I, --, UU/(p) = $j, we put: z1 4 j1 , z, -+ ja, n -+ p, T -+ t, X -+ 1, 
p’ -+ m’, X---F x, y -* 1). Put Z = (31, j3, p, f, l)(m’). One computes 
Z(2) =: (3, , p, l). We know that I) lies in Z(2), and so, the element x of 
order 3 centralizes an involution of Z(2). Thus, i C(X) n (zl , X, p, A)/ = 4. 
It follows that x centralizes either (p, X) or (p, z,h), since ?r/\ ,-r, 
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z,aX m z~“, and x + p in G. We choose i so that [x, z,“h] = 1. Then, 
/ C(z,ih) n C(p) n N(R,)l = 2fi .3. 
Hence, a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(z,ih) n C(p) has order 2”, and R, is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of C(z,i)l) n (7(p). Assume that there exists Iz in CIU such 
that (I~~/\)‘~ -..- r, Y E Ii,. Then, C(Y) 1 (Rph, R &. There exists an h, E C(Y) n H, 
such th?t Rhhl = c 2 R 2’ Thus, (Zl’X)““l :- I = (zliX)” lies in (p, .zl*X). Appli- 
cation of a result of G. Glauberman yields that (CL, ,I,“,\) is normal in I-r, 
provided that we can show that O(Ii,,) :-.: cl>. This, however, follows easily 
from the fact that O(H,) is acted upon by (z, , z+x). 
We consider now the factor group C((,L, ~lh>),‘$, zl’X) = !& . In the 
cpimorphism C(<p, ,zlihj) --+ a, we put: Z, -.* jl, z3 --f ,s:, , r.--+ p, 7 ---, t, 
.Y t X. Then, X = (sl, 3,)) p, t) = C,l(j,) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of !$ . 
Further, N,,(2) Z(x). If I would not act fixed-point-free on 2, then .Y 
would centralize a subgroup of order 16 of R, which is not the case. Hcncc, 
x acts fixed-point-free on 2. Assume that there is an involution r) in X such 
that CBl(~~) is not a 2-group. Then, an element b f 1 of odd order centralizes 
QL, x,‘h, y), the counter image of (1)) in C(+, z,‘A)). This, however, is not 
possible, since then b would centralize an involution conjugate to .z~ , 7, or 
u”:~v, an impossibility. It follows that FJ~ is a UT-group in which not all 
involutions are conjugate. Application of ([IO]; Theorem 4, p. 197) yields 
O,(&) + i 1). A theorem of Sylow yields O,(!&) C_ 2. If O,(!&) =: X, then 
Jj, C N(2) and C(+, zliX)) L N(R,), and hence, H,, L N(R,). Assume that 
O,(sj,) c: T. Then, 1 O,(!?J,)\ = 4, since x acts fixed-point-free on %. Since 
$$,, is a UT-group, we get N(O,(b,)) ::- Z:(x) = !FJ, . Again, it follows 
II, C_ N(R,). Xote that N(R,) lies in N(R). We have shown that the centralizer 
of every involution of N(X) lies in N(E). Since G is simple, WC get that G 
possesses a unique conjugac); class of involutions by a result of [13]. This, 
however, is not the case. We have proved that the case / N(K,); = 2’” . 3” 
cannot happen. The lemma is proved. 
(2.19) LEMMA. .hmze thnt N(K,), i =: 1 OY 2, has order 2’” . 3” . 7 and 
that a .Yyhxv 3-subgroup of N(R,) Is not cyclic. Arsume further that zQz bus 
precisely 42 conjugates under N(R,). Then, N(R,) is a splitting extension of Ri 
by a group X. The group X is isomorphic to a direct product of S, by L,(7). 
Ezery element of order 7 of N(R,) operates fixed-point-free on Ri . A Syloec 
7-normalizer of N(R,) has order 2 . 3? . 7. 
Proof. \Ce know &cad!; that N(R,) splits over R, . Hence, there exists 
a subgroup S with R, n X -- (I > and HJ =- N(R,). The order of X is 
equa! to 71 . 32 . 7. If X is soluble then X possesses a subgroup of order 32 . 7, 
and so, an element of order 7 of X is centralized by an clement of order 3 
of X. Assume that X is not soluble. By the structure of a Sylow 3-subgroup 
of N(R,), we get that &(8) cannot be involved in X. Hence, only L,(7) can 
occur as a section of X. If S(X) -_ (1), then X possesses a normal sub- 
group X, with X, s L,(7). Since the automorphism group of X1 is isomorphic 
to I-‘G&(7), it follows that an clement of order 7 is centralized by an element 
of order 3 in X. If S(X) # (I), then S(X) p assesses a normal 2-complement 
S(X)“, since &(7) is involved in X. We get that 1 S(X)* i divides 3. If 
S(X)‘* .I= (1), then S(X) has order 2. There exists a normal subgroup X, 
of X which contains S(X) such that X,/S(X) z L?(7). Hence, an element of 
order 3 of X centralizes an element of order 7 of X modulo S(X). Since 
1 S(X), I:= 2 and S(X) C Z(X), we see that an element of order 7 is centralized 
by an element of order 3 in X. The same result we get if , S(X)* 1 = 3. 
So far we have proved that in X an element of order 7 is centralized by an 
element of order 3. A theorem of Sylow yields : N,((s))’ = 2 . 32 . 7 or 
(s) 4 X for an element s of order 7 of X. Assume by way of contradiction 
that (s) is normal in X. Then, (s) is centralized by a subgroup of order 8 
of X. We deduce that s normalizes a subgroup of order 2s of N(H,). From (2.1) 
WC get that s centralizes an involution conjugate to ai . Also, s is centralized 
by a group of order 8, and this contradicts the order of a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of C,(a). Thus, we have proved that / N,((s)): = 2 . 32 . 7. The element s 
cannot be centralized by a group of order 9, since a Sylow 3-subgroup of X 
contains an element conjugate top in G and we know the possibilities for C(p). 
Assume by way of contradiction that X is soluble. Consider a Hall (2,7)- 
subgroup S of X. If a Sylow 7-subgroup S, of S would be normal in S, then 
S, would be centralized by a group of order 8 against 1 N,(S,)I =: 2 . 32 .7. 
Hence, S contains an elementary abelian normal 2-group different from (1). 
If j O,(S)1 < 2”, then 5’ contains a nilpotcnt normal subgroup of order 14 
or 28, and hence, a Sylow 7-subgroup of S would be normal in S. Therefore, 
( O,(S)1 > 22 holds. The case I O,(S)1 =. 16 is not possible, since the center 
of a Sylow 2-subgroup of S has order 4. If i O,(S)1 == 8, then an element S 
of order 7 of N(R,) normalizes a subgroup U of order 2” of N(R,). Clearly, 
.T centralizes an element conjugate to z, which lies in Z(U). A theorem of 
Sylow yields that s is centralized by a subgroup of order 4 in U(S). This is 
not possible, because s y (T in G. This contradiction proves that X is not 
soluble. 
It follows that L,(7) is involved in X. Clearly, PGL,(7) does not occur 
in X, since X has no elements of order 8. There exists a normal sub- 
group X2 of X such that S(X) C X, and X,/S(X) g L,(7). We know that 
(X,S(X))jC(X,,S(X)) is isomorphic to L,(7). Hence, I S(X): = 6. Denote 
by S(X), the Sylow 3-subgroup of S(X). A Sylow 2-subgroup of X/S(X), 
is isomorphic to (+) x (7, ~‘)(rrX>. Hence, X/S(X), is not isomorphic to 
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SLs(7). It follows that X/S(X), is isomorphic to the direct product of a 
group of order 2 and L,(7). From the structure of a Sylow 3-subgroup of 
N(R,) we conclude that X contains a subgroup X isomorphic to L,(7). Since 
every element of order 7 of X centralizes S(X), we get X = S(X) x X. 
-4ssume by way of contradiction that S(X) is abelian. Denote by e an involu- 
tion and by y an clement of order 3 of S(X). Further, denote by s an element 
of order 7 of X. From the Jordan-canonical form of e with respect to Ri w 
obtain : CR (e), .:r 8. If ; CR (e)[ f 8, then s does not act fixed-point-free 
on Ri. \\:e’know that ~i ha; precisely 21 conjugates under N(R,) and Z~Z 
has precisely 42 conjugates under N(R,). This yields that s must operate 
fixed-point-free on Ri . Hence, we must have CR (c)i = 8. Clearly, the 
element y acts on C,,(e) and CRt(e) n C(y) f ,;I>.’ Since [y, .j] = 1 and 
[e, s] : I, we get CR<(e) - C,,(y). Sote that 1 CRL(y)’ 3, 8 is not possible, 
since s acts on C,,(y) and C(R,) -== Ri . It follows Ri = [Ri , c:yj] x C,,(y) 
and e acts on [Hi , ( y>] which is a group of order 8. Thus we get the contra- 
diction ’ CR,(e)i ;-, 8. M’c have obtained S(X) E S, . The lemma is proved. 
3. 'I?HE SIWLE GKOUP OF OKDEK 4,030,387,200 
Throughout this section ue assume that N(R) .= N(&) --- f1 holds. 
(3.1) LEMMA. The groups N(R,) and N(R,) both haze order 21” . 3” . 5. 
In N(R,) u;e hme z1 - r - np - z3 - Z~VT~T and xgr - zl~pr. In N(R,) 
zoe have z1 - ‘iT - X,*-T - 23 - p and .z3z - zppr. 
Proof. Application of (2.7), (2.13) (2.19 and (2.18) yields that in N(R,) 
WC have zi ,- es - 5~ - Z~~PT, and that in N(H,) we have zr - za - VT - CL. 
It is clear that z1 cannot have precisely 33 or 57 conjugates under N(R,), 
i q :-. 1,2. Hence, .sr is conjugate either to ~pr or Z,X,K under N(R,). 1Ve have 
proved that the order of N(R,), i .- 1, 2, is equal to 21” . 3” . 5. If the N(R,j- 
class of X~V would consist of precisely 6 elements, then <\zl , .z~ , zq , VT> or 
ix, , z3 , ’ 9 -r 7 ) would be centralized by elements of order 5 which is not. 
possible. Hence, ZEST has precisely 18 conjugates under N(R,). Application 
of (2.16) yields that under N(R,) WC must have zi - VP~ and z3r - zlrpr. 
The lemma is proved. 
(3.2) Lnw.4. The centralizer of x,n in N(R,), i := 1, 2, is a splittiq 
extension nf Ri 6y S, . 
Proof. The assertion is a direct consequence of (2.17) and (3.1). 
(3.3) Im~m. C(zp) n N(R,) is different from C(z,rr) n N(R,). 
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Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that CN~Jasr) = C,,J(Z,~) 
holds. There exists an element x of order 5 in C(z,n) which normahzes R, 
and R, . Consequently, x normalizes R, n R, = (a1 , as , r, PT). Because 
of [x, zsr] = 1, we get that x centralizes R, n R, which is impossible. This 
proves the lemma. 
(3.4) LEMMA. The group C((z3n, zp)) n N(R,), i =: 1,2, is a qldfing 
extension of Ri by A5 . 
Proof. Put Q = C(Z,~) n N(R,). We know that Q is a splitting extension 
of Ri by S5. Thus, there exists a subgroup Qr such that RiQl = Q and 
Ri n Q, -= (1). The factor group 9 = Q/Ri contains a subgroup d which 
is isomorphic to S, . If i 7~ 1, we may assume that R1(z17, h)(zp’)/R, = 9, 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of d. If i : 2, we may assume that 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of a. Hence, we may assume that RlR2(.z/)/Ri = 3 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of !& Since d =: Sa, there is precisely one four- 
group in 3 which is normalized by an element of order 3 of 6. We have 
Z(R,(~T, ~~7’)) = (a1 , zs?~) = Z(R,(z,z,x, , z~T’)), and so, both R,(z,r, xp’) 
and R,(z,z,z, ,z~T’) cannot be normalized by an element of order 3 of Q. 
It follows that R,R, is normalized by an element x of order 3 in Q. Clearly, 
x E N(R,) n N(R,), since RI N R, does not hold in G. One computes that 
Z(R,R,) is equal to (a1 , aa , rr, PLY). Denote by Q the complete counter- 
image of 6 in Q. Then &/R, = d g S, and 1 Q / = 2s . 3. Elements of 
Z(R,R,) conjugate to a1 in G are: x1 , aa, alaa , n, qr> pr, =p, G+jP, z3w7. 
Elements of Z(R,R,) conjugate to .z37r in G are: z:$x, z1zg7r, .a+~, z+,~PT, 
%P, Z~Z~T. Evidently, Co(zlz,~) has order 2s, since ( C&~‘IT), = 2y. 
Assume that {zrn, Z> is a conjugacy class of Q. Then, an element of order 3 
in & would centralize a,~, x1 , and rr which is not possible. Hence, {air, ~1 
is not a conjugate class of &. Assume by way of contradiction that a1 N n 
in C(z,rr). Then, we would have (zl , .qr) - (n, xp) in C(z,r) which is 
not possible. Hence, ai + n in C(z,?r). In particular, n is not contained in 
the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(z,n). Since T E Z(R,R,), no element 
of order 3 in & centralizes W. Hence, 7~ has precisely 6 conjugates under Q. 
If ~~117 would be centralized by an element y of order 3 of $3, then also OPT 
would bc centralized by y. But we have computed that np~ has either 6 or 3 
conjugates under Q. Hence, C&Z~~T) is a 2-group. In the same way one 
finds that C&V~T) is a 2-group. Since +T does not lie in O,(Q), it follows 
that Z~T’ inverts an element K of order 3 of Q. From our above argument 
follows that K centralizes the four-group (z3r, X~PL~) and that (x1x3r, z+T)(K) 
is isomorphic to A, . Because of ) CH(z,rr)i = 2s, we see that x1 has precisely 
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15 conjugates under &. Hence, also x1z3r has precisely 15 conjugates under 8. 
We know that ZQT has precisely 18 G-conjugates in Ri , and so, there are 
precisely three G-conjugates of .z:~T in Ri which are centralized by elements 
of order 3 and elements of order 5 of Q. The other remaining 15 G-conjugates 
of ~~7 in Ri are centralized neither by elements of order 3 nor by elements 
of order 5 of Q. It follows that the order of Cp((Z,r.rr, z+T)) is equal to 28 .3 * 5, 
since (z8n, ZEST) cannot be contained in the center of a subgroup of order 2g 
of G. Since Co(<~~r, zipr)) has index 2 in Q, we obtain that Co((z,~r, ZEST.)) 
contains a subgroup isomorphic to A,. Obviously, Co((z3n, z~/*T)) splits 
over Ri . More than the lemma has been proved. 
\tTe shall now take a closer look at C((x a~, Z+LT)) which group we shall. 
denote by IIT. The group R1(zl~, Xj z--r Y is a Sylow 2-subgroup of I$‘. \Ve 
have C(Z,) (7 CI’ = Y and Z(Y) = (a1 , z3 , r, ILT). Put Iv/(a,n, +T) =m 
and Y((z,m, z#T) =; ‘1). Further, in the epimorphism W--+s%B we put: 
Z1 + j1 , Zg --f j3 , ?iq --, jr , $T’ - ldt’, h -+ I, and T ---b t. It is easy to see that 
CL&,) = ‘2). The order of ?J is 2”. The subgroup ‘R, =-; (jr , a3, 34, m’t’) 
is elementary abelian of order 16. The four-group (I, t> normalizes $R, . 
\Ve find: 3t* = 31 , 33’ = 33 , 34’ - 3334 , (m’t’)’ = 3ijatn’t’, 31’ == 31 , 
33* = 33 s 3qt = 3134 > (m’t’)’ = j5i1t’t’. Put Zi = C((Z,T, z#T)) n N(R,) 
and Z,/(Z,X, z,pT) =-= 3i. We know that 3JR, is isomorphic to As, where 
$31, -=: (2, , .a3 , t, I). All involutions of ‘L& are conjugate under & . Further, 
Z(g) = (31 , j3j = 9’. The structure of I+‘n N(R,) yields that an element 
of order 3 of 31/5R, permutes the cosets ‘$1, Rt,t, ‘RitI. Since all involutions 
of ‘R,l arc conjugate under 9& and since all involutions of !R1 are conjugate 
under &, we see that’12 has only one class of involutions. Also, we know 
that the centralizer of every involution of ‘1u is a 2-group. Since ~~3~ ,3a) 
normalizes O(D), we get O(2B) = (l/>. We are now in a position to apply 
the results of [IO] and [IL]. Assume first hat ?I.? is not simple. Then 2U 
possesses a series of normal subgroups 
(see [ZO]; Theorem 2, p. 192). We know that 2BZ is 2-closed. If 2/1$113, I then 
‘!IJ QIB, and ?I8 is contained in the normalizer of 9J which is impossible, 
since Aj is a section of XL Hence, !!B, = (1). Since 2B,EIJ.$ is of odd order, we 
see that !IB1 g Ma is not possible. We must have ~D?I13a, # (I>, since (2I-J 
is not simple by assumption. The Frattini-argument yields ~2Q’2Bm, 1:- 3 
and 1 N@) n!R& ! = 2s. This, however, is not possible, since N(‘R,) is an 
extension of ‘R, by As. We have proved that ‘2B is a simple group. Application 
of ([21]; Theorem, p. 426) yields that 2B is isomorphic to L,(4). Thus, we get 
(3.5) LEMMa4. C((z3r, Z+LT)) is an &&.?72ti0?2 Of (Z$T, ZlpT) by L,(4). 
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Now, we want to determine C(zp) = 6. We have 
The commutator subgroup of C,v,(z,~‘) n H is equal to (zl). Hence, a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C&Z~T’) has order 2”. All involutions of R,R,(.z,T’) - R,R, A 
are conjugate to zZr’, since R,R,(z,T’)/R, is dihedral of order 8 and all 
involutions of R2.zZrr are conjugate to +T’ under R, . I%o element of R, or R, 
can be conjugate to .z?r ’ in 6. Let x be an involution of R,R, - R, . Then x 
is contained either in Rg4 , R+‘T’, or R.+z4p’r’. Without loss of generality 
we may assume that x lies in R,z, . Then, we have JC = rzq , Y E R, . Because 
of x2 = I, we get [T, z4] =-. 1 and Y E CR2(z.,) = R, n R, . Hence, rz4 E R, . 
It follows that an involution of R,R, is contained in R, or R, . Clearly, Z,~LT 
is not conjugate under 6 to an element in R,R,(z~T’) - R,R, . Let x be an 
involution of R, with x N z+r under 8. There existsy in 6 with (zIpr)Y = X. 
Thus, RIyR,@’ C C&X) and R, Z C,(x). ‘? L incc (RIR,)y is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of C,(r), we may assume Ii, C (Zi,R,)r’. Since R, and R, cannot be conjugate 
in G, it follows R, -= R,” and 3: E N(R,) n C(Z,V). Therefore, (.z+T)Y lies 
in the set (ZEST, zlzr~~~}. W:e obtain the same result if x lies in R, . Since 
(* -1 > z3 ) normalizes O(W), WC have O(G) == (I). A result of [2] yields 
ZJLT E Z(6 mod(z,x)). Hence, (zsm, Z+LT) is normal in 8. \I:e have proved: 
(3.6) IdEMMA. c((zgr, q/m)) is a su6group of index 2 of C(z,n). 
(3.7) LE.MMA. The involution z,rh lies in Z(N((p)) mod(p)). 
Proof. The group (zI , z2, n, h) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(Q)). All 
involutions of (zr , .zz , 7i, A) except x,?r/\ are conjugate to z1 in G. A result 
of [I] yields the lemma. 
(3.8) IJ~~bi~. Denote 6y w an element of order 5 in C(Z,T). Then, 
C(W) = (u) x A, where A z’s isomorphic to A, OT A, . 
Proof. We have C(W) n C(+rr) = (w) x (.z+r, +T). Since all involu- 
tions of (x~?T, Z+T) are conjugate in G, WC see that (zan, Z+U) is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C(W). Since all elements of order 5 of C(z%r) are conjugate 
under C(z8r), we get that the centralizers of all involutions of C(w) are 
abelian. Representing (.+r, zl/*r) on O(C(w)) one finds O(C(w)) == (w). 
Obviously, w is conjugate to an element of N(R,). From (2.17) we get that w 
is centralized by an element of order 3 which acts nontrivially on (z3r, +T). 
Application of ([IZ]; Main Theorem, p. 191) yields the required result. 
(3.9) ~XMMA. A Sylow 3-normaker N of G bus order 23 . 33. We have 
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that O,(N) is non-abeliun vf exponent 3 and Ar/O(L47) is dihedral of order 8. 
il non-identity element of 2(0(N)) is conjugate to an element of C(z3r). Further, 
N(Z(O(N)))iZ(O(N)) is isomorphic to S, and G possesses precisely two classes 
of elements of order 3. 
Proof. Denote by X a complement of H, in N(R,). By inspection, we 
SW that O(X) is centralized by an involution conjugate to z+ in G. Hence, 
O(X) acts fixed-point-free on R, . Denote by ri an element of order 3 of 
C,,,,,(z,n). We remark that all clcments of order 3 of C(z,r) are conjugate 
under C(~,~-ir). It is straightforward that a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(G) is 
dihedral of order 8. From the action of (.s~~, zipTj on O(C(t?)) = K and 
from the fact that C(z,~r) does not contain elements of order 15 or 2 1, we get 
that 1 K is a power of 3 not exceeding 81 and t? E R. From the structure 
of X WC: get that K is normalized by an element u of order 5, where ‘II is 
conjugate to an element of N(R,) n C(zsn) and [E, V] =- 1. From the order 
of GL(3, 3) follows that (v) stabilizes the chain K 2 (I?) r) (1). Thus, 
[K, z] -= 1. From (3.8) we deduce K :- (2). From the structure of X 
follows that C(r7)/(<) possesses a subgroup isomorphic to il, . Thus, C(a) 
does not possess a subgroup of index 2. The structure of the centraiizer of 
an involution of C(a)/{ k?> together with ([.?I; Theorem 1, p. 553) yields 
C(t)j<~7:, -= A, . WC have shown that a Sylow 3-subgroup of C(c) is iso- 
morphic to that of X. Assume by way of contradiction that a Sylow 3-sub- 
group X, of X is abelian. Then, since p lies in N(R,) and C,;(p) == (<.zl , T>, 
it would follow that <z, , rr> is centralized by a group of order 9 which is 
against the order of H. Therefore, X, is non-abelian, and C(c) is a non- 
splitting extension of (I?) by A, . If A; is a Sylow 3-normalizer of G then -!J 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of N((+). From the structure of C(z,n) follows 
that k is inverted by an involution, say by x. Assume by way of contradiction 
that x induces an inner automorphism of C(R)/(k). Then, there exists an 
element xi of even order in N((I?)) - C( ‘) K w IC centralizes C(l?) modulo .:I?:. h’ h 
Since C(Z) dots not split over (2) we get X~E C(a) which is not possible. Hence, 
x’ induces an outer automorphism of C(<)!<Z), and so, N((R))/<ri) := S, . 
The assertion about N follows, since every element of O(N) is centralized 
by an involution. The lemma is proved. 
(3.10) b3mlA. Ijs is an element qf order 7 in C(+TT), then C(s):(s) == L,(7) 
and (s> is not conjugate to (u> in G. 
Proof. Denote by s an element of order 7 in C(zsr). We know that c,sJ 
is not conjugate to (u), since a Sylow 2-subgroup of N((o)) has order 2 
and s is centralized by (Iz,,n, zips) which group we denote by I,.. Put 
O(C(s)) = S. Since 11 acts on S, and since C(.qr) does not contain cyclic 
subgroups of order S . 7 or 3 * 7, we get S = {s). Assume by way of contra- 
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diction that I/ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(s). If not all involutions of V 
would be conjugate in C(s), we would get C(s) =. (s)V which contradicts 
the fact that 72 divides 1 G I. Hence, all involutions of V are conjugate in C(s). 
The centralizer of every involution of C(s) is abelian. The result of ([12]; 
Main Theorem, p. 191) yields a contradiction to the fact that 7” divides 
i C(s),. We have shown that V is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(s). Denote by 
C, a subgroup of order 8 of C(s) which contains V. A property of p-groups 
yields Z( V,) n V -k (I>. Denote by v an involution in Z(V,) n C'. Since 
z: N z:$n in G, we see that 8 but not 16 divides 1 C(V) n C(s)[. Thus, a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C(z$i~) n C(s) is dihedral of order 8, and so, a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of C(s) is dihedral of order 8. Assume by way of contradiction that 
C(s) has a subgroup X of index 2. Then, since all involutions of C(s) are 
conjugate in G, the centralizer of every involution of X would be abelian. 
A result of M. Suzuki would yield a contradiction to the fact that 72 divides 
1 G j. Hcncc, C(s) does not possess a subgroup of index 2. Application of 
(131; Theorem I, p. 553) yields that C(s)/(s) is isomorphic to A, or L,(y), 
4 odd. The first case, however, is not possible, since an involution of A, is 
centralized by ‘an element of order 3 of A, and C(z,n) does not contain 
elements of order 21. Since 7’ divides 1 G 1, WC obtain 4 =: 7, and so, C(s)/(s) 
is isomorphic to L,(7). The lemma is proved. 
(3.11) LEhlhI.*. Ifs is an element of order 7 of C(z,n), then the normalizer 
of (s) in G is isomorphic to a direct product of a Frobenius group of order 21 
and I4 7). 
Proof. We know that (s) is contained in a non-abclian subgroup of 
order 21 of C(Z~,X). .4ssume that 24 divides / N((s>);. Then, there exists a 
subgroup X of order 24 of N(<s>) which has .zsrr in its center. But we know 
that s is not inverted by an element of C(z,r). 
(3.12) LEMMA. Th e normalizer qf (p> in G is isomorphic to a direct product 
of S, and L,(7). 
Proof. The element s of order 7 of (3.1 I) is centralized by an element x 
of order 3. If x were conjugate to an element of C(z,rr), then by (3.9), the 
element s would be conjugate to its inverse which contradicts the result of 
(3.11). It is a consequence of (3.9) that x N p holds. From (2.10) follows 
C(p)/(p) = L2( 7). T h e assertion follows from (3.7). 
(3.13) LEM.MA. The folloaing elements of order 7 lie in d@ewnt conjugacy 
ckasses of G: cr, u-l, s, s--l, 5. Here, s lies in C(zg) and 8 centralizes the center 
of a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. Further, (T is not centralized by an element of 
order 3, and c is not centralized by an involution. 
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Proof. That u, u-1, s, s--l lie in different conjugacy classes of G follows 
from (3.11) and the fact that (zl) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N((u)). Denote 
by (zlj the center of a Sylow 3-subgroup of G which is centralized by t. 
Then, it follows from (3.9) that .$ is conjugate to all nontrivial elements of (8). 
Thus, [ cannot be conjugate to 0, u-i, s, or s- l in G. It is obvious that .$ is 
not centralized by an involution. Assume that (T is centralized by an element x 
of order 3. Then, x is conjugate to p, since otherwise u would bc conjugate 
to 5 which is not the case. We know that xinh lies in Z(N((p)) mod(p)). 
‘I’hus, zirh centralizes every element of order 7 of N((p)). Hence, elements 
of order 7 of N((p)) are conjugate to elements of (s) because Z~KX - Z,T 
holds. We would get the contradiction u - s or u - s-.l. Hence, no element 
of order 3 of G centralizes u. The lemma is proved. 
In what follows we shall determine the classes of conjugate elements of 
C(X~~) which group we denote by Hs . Put Hz* = C((x,n, z,p)). Then, 
[II, : tZ,*] .= 2. First we shall determine the HZ-classes of H,“. &‘e USC that 
li,*/(z,n, Z~PT> 7 L,(4) and that all involutions and all elements of order 3 
are conjugate in L,(4). 
There are five I!,-classes of involutions in Hz* with the representatives 
qr, CqLT, 271 ) Tr, zlz.p. WC show that xi - $r cannot happen in fIZ . Assume 
that zi -r holds in Hz . Then, (+T, zi) would be conjugate to (z3m, n>. 
But (z,n, ZJ contains only one involution conjugate to z1 whereas (z,z, rr> 
contains two such involutions. There is only one class of elements of order 3 
in H, with representative y. There are two classes of elements of order 6 
with representatives xasry and zi,ury. There is precisely one class of elements 
of order 5 in 11, , since Ii, contains a subgroup isomorphic to Ss . From the 
structure of N(R,) n I%, we see that the normalizer of a Sylow 5-subgroup 
of H, has order 5 * 24 and its centralizer is of order 4 * 5. Thus, there are 
three classes of elements of order 10. Denote by s an element of order 7 
of H, . It follows from the structure of C(s) and L,(4) that the automorphism 
group of (s) induced by fl, has order 3. Hence, there are precisely two 
classes of elements of order 7 with representatives s and s-l. The centralizer 
of s in H,* is Cs) x (z~x, z+FL~). Hence, there are four classes of elements 
of order 14 with representatives zsns, za7;s-i, Z+LTS, Z+LTS-~. There are two 
classes of elements of order 4 with squares conjugate to zi under 11, . Repre- 
sentatives are ,Z~T and zy. Note that Z~T - .Z,T holds in G. There are two 
classes of elements of order 4 with squares conjugate to xa under H, . Sote 
that za - ‘in under If2 as one sees by taking a look at (zax, zs) and (z,~, zr). 
Representatives are z,X and z4& That these two elements are not conjugate 
under Hz one can decide in CRt(~.J. So far, we have determined the II,-classes 
of Hz*. 
Finally, wc shall determine the ii,-classes of I-I, -- ITa*. \Ve put 
48IlI3/2-g 
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Qa - NH,(&). Then, Q.JR2 = S5 . Th e element Hsuna~’ is centralized by an 
element of order 3 of Qz/R2. The coset Rgzg’ possesses precisely eight 
involutions which are all conjugate to X~T’ under R2 . We know that, if sa is 
an element of order 7 of HZ , then C(sa) n HZ = (sa) x (aan, area), 
where x is an involution and (sax, .srpr, x) g D, . The group (ss) is nor- 
malized by an element ya of order 3 of II, . Hence, [x, ~a] = 1. Clearly, 
x does not lie in HZ*, and so, since y N ya in 1Ia , we have x N asr’ in He . 
It follows ( CH,(z/)l is divisible by 21. If y is any involution in H, - Hz*, 
then an HZ-conjugate of y is contained Q2 - (Qs n Hz*). Hence, y N a/ 
under Z1a . It follows that H, - H,* contains precisely one class of involu- 
tions. Now assume by way of contradiction that ( C,$za~‘)~ is divisible by 3”. 
Then, a Sylow 3-subgroup of HZ would be centrahzed by a dihedral group 
of order 8. This, however, contradicts the structure of A, . Evidently, the 
normalizer of a Sylow 5-subgroup of HZ which lies in Q, is contained in Qz . 
It is a consequence of Q2/Rz = S, that 1 CH1(.ao~‘)I is not divisible by 5. 
The commutator subgroup of CH2(.+) n Ii is equal to (x1). Hence, a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of CAZ(zs~‘) has order 2”. Thus, WC have found 
i CHI(aZ~‘): = 25 .3 . 7, and, moreover, that all involutions of H, - If,* 
form a conjugacy class of H, . 
We may assume that (s, 7) is centralized by (zap, .s+r, .+-‘). There are 
two classes of elements of order 14 with representatives Z~T’S and X~T’S- *. 
There are two classes of elements of order 28 with representatives Z,~TZ~T’S 
and z~~~z~T’s--‘. There is one class of elements of order 12 with rcpresentativc 
zlpTz2T’y, and one class of elements of order 6 with representative .+~‘y. 
We have N~~((x~‘A)) = (x+‘X, zs~)(za). Hence, not all elements of 
order 8 are conjugate under Hs . There are at least two classes of elements of 
order 8 with representatives zap*‘/\ and (x@‘A)-r. There is an element ~r~7.s~~’ 
of order 4 with square equal to aan. This element of order 4 is centralized 
by a group of order divisible by 21. Clearly, X~~TZ~T N ~,a,& in G. It is a 
consequence of (2.14) that 1 C(Z+T+C’)~ = 2” . 3 * 7. There is an element 
z2~‘.z1 of order 4 with square equal to x1 . One computes in Ii n Hz that 
1 CRz(zar’a~)l .= 2j. It follows ZIpTz2T’ + Z~T’Z~ . Summing up the number 
of elements in the conjugacy classes obtained so far, WC set that 5,040 elements 
are missing. There is an element z2T’pX of order 4 with square equal to 
zlz,j~T. Because of +T’& N Zlpz2T’ in G, WC get that a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of Cw,(z,r’pA) has order at most 2”. If an clement of order 7 or 3 would 
centralize z2Trph, then X2T’ph would be conjugate to a,/1r.s2r’ under Ha which 
is impossible. Hence, CHy(z,/p*h) is a 2-group. Since 5,040 elements, so far, 
are missing, we get I CHZ(a2~‘$)l = 2”. We have found all conjugacy classes 
of II, and list them in Table II. 
To compute the order of G WC use the following result of 
J. G. Thompson: 
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TABLE II 
TABLE OF CONJGGACY CLASSES OF He 
44 x2 1 @H,W 
--- 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
6 
6 
5 
10 
IO 
10 
7 
7 
14 
14 
14 
14 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
4 
4 
4 
6 
8 
12 
14 
14 
28 
28 
8 
29 .3” 5 , 
2” .3” .5 -J 
28.32.5.7 
29 
28 
2” 
2” 3? 
23 3% 
2? 3’ 
2y 5 
2’ . 5 
22 5 
2’ 5 
2” , 
23 . , 
23 7 
2:‘., 
2” , 
2’ , 
2” 
26 
2j 
2j 
2”.,., 
2” .3 .7 
2” 
2” 
22 3 
2’ 
2’ . 3 
2’ -J 
22 . 7 
22 . 7 
2” 7 
2’ 
I cz I 
1 
1 
2 
31.5 
630 
315 
2,240 
2,240 
4,480 
8,064 
8,064 
8,064 
8,064 
2,880 
2,880 
2,880 
2,880 
5,760 
5,760 
2,520 
2,520 
5,040 
5,040 
240 
240 
5,040 
5,040 
13,440 
10,080 
13,440 
5,760 
5,760 
5,760 
5,760 
10,080 
(3.14) L~IMA. (J. G. Thompson). Let X be a finite group zuhich possesses 
precisely two classes of involutions z&h representatives x1 and x2 . For each 
imolution x in X denote 6y a(x) th e number of ordered pairs (n, 8) such that 
CY - Xl , /II N x2 , and x is a power of a/l. Then 
X I = i Cx(x2)1 . a(xl) -k i &(x,)1 . a(x.J. 
The proof of this lemma is straightforward. 
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(3.15) LEMMA. We have a(.zJ = 4,788. 
Proof. We repeat that a(zJ is the number of ordered pairs (a, 8) such that 
(9 a-%, 
(4 B - z,m, 
(iii) a, is a power of a/3. 
Since a/3 is a root of a1 , it is obvious that cz and /3 lie in H. Hence, a/3 is 
conjugate m H to zr , zarr, .a,~, zy’h, x9, za~p, xro, or ziu-r. The orders of 
these elements are 2, 4, 4, 8, 6, 12, 14, 14, respectively. 
Assume that o($) = 14. Then, a inverts an element of order 7 of H 
which is not possible. Hence, o(cK/?) is different from 14. 
Assume now that o(ap) = 2. Then, (a, ,l3> is a four-group and a,$ = xi . 
We know that H possesses precisely two classes of elements conjugate to 
zS3rr in G. The li-representatives are x3x and zlnpr. We see that (a, /3) 
contains two involutions conjugate to a1 and one involution conjugate to X,W. 
Assume that /3 is conjugate to z3q in H. Since every H-conjugate x of x3x 
has the property that zix is conjugate to zsrr, we see that (a,p) possesses 
only one conjugate of x1 . Hence, p cannot lie in the H-class of zsx. It follows 
that /3 can only run through the H-class with representative zinp~. This 
class consists of 84 elements. Hence, the number of ordered pairs (a, ,f3) with 
a/3 = a,, or equivalently, with o(&) = 2, is equal to 84. 
Now let ~(a@) be equal to 4. Then, c$$ = xi and /P = z$. Evidently, 
(zr ,p) is a four-group and a lies in NH((aI ,/3)) - C((x, , /3)). For each /3 
we have to determine the exact number of possible a’s. If we put /3 = .z+rt~~, 
then we get the impossibility a.airr~~cu = 7~~7. Hence, /3 cannot belong to 
the H-class of zirp~. Thus, we have to investigate the case that j3 belongs 
to the H-class of zarr. We put /3 = X,W and compute the number of possible 
(Y’S such that a.z,~ac = zrza~. We have C((z, , za)) = R,R,(z,r’) and 
NH(& > zc>) - WUv’, 2 z ). First, we shall determine all involutions XZ, 
with x E RIR,(z,t’). Clearly, xza is an involution if and only if x is inverted 
by za . We write R,R,(z,/) as R,( 7, rr& aa+> and determine all x in 
R,R,(.+) which are inverted by za . 
The elements of RI inverted by x2 form the group (zr , z3, s,,). The 
elements of R,r inverted by xp form (zi , xs , aqn)r. The elements of R,xh 
inverted by a, form (a, , as, z4vp7) rk The elements of Rprh inverted 
by x2 form <zl , z3 , Z&T) &x7. The elements of Rlz2r’ inverted by z, form 
(3 > x3x4 , V, ~‘7’) ~~7’. The elements of R1z2m’ inverted by z2 form 
<z, , % > => PTP’T’) Z~TT'. Denote by Y an element in R, . We compute 
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since [z~T’, SIX] = T. It follows that in R,.z,~‘5rX and in Rphz,r’ there are no 
elements inverted by za . 
All elements in (a1 , za , z&ra are conjugate to zr . All elements in 
<Zl ,%3 9 Z~T) rza are conjugate to aan. All elements in (zi , za , Z,~PT) &La, 
are conjugate to z1 . All elements in (a1 , a3 , Z~CLT) z-T~, are conjugate to x1 . 
The set (zi, zazI , n, p'T')T' contains precisely 12 elements conjugate to zl . 
The set (zr , zq , 7r, p~p'~') 5-T' contains precisely 12 elements conjugate to a1 . 
We have shown that in N&(X, , z3n)) - C((.a, , xan)) there arc precisely 
48 involutions conjugate to a1 in G, there are precisely 42 elements H-conju- 
gate to as”. Hence, there are 42 * 48 = 2,016 pairs (01, /3) such that o(@) L- 4. 
Next, we consider the case o(c@) = 6. Then, under N we have a/3 - zrp. 
First, we determine the number of pairs (cy, ,B) with $3 = alp. Then, 01 and fl 
invert p. We know that (zr , za, rr) x (a+) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
N((p)), and that x1& is the only involution of (zl , a, , rr) x (zrxh) which 
is conjugate to ~~7. There are, therefore, precisely three possibilities for 13, 
namely: x1&, pxgrh, and p-1~15;h. We compute qppiz,rrh = pl.hA - zh - z1 . 
Hence, there are precisely three pairs (01,/l) such that c$ = z,p. The H-class 
of .zs consists of 896 elements. It follows that the number of pairs (cy, p) 
such that o($) = 6 is equal to 3 * 896 = 2,688. 
Assume that there is a pair (OL, 8) with z/3 = zarp. Then, 01 and p invert p. 
For /3 we have the three possibilities zlvX, pzi”X, and p-lzlrrA. Compute 
z.,rrppiz,rr~ = z,z.&+Q and (~apt%)~ = .sr . Hence, z,npp%,rrh is not an 
involution. Thus, there is no pair (a, /3) with o($) = 12. 
Finally, we consider the case o(@) = 8. Note that all elements of order 8 
of H are conjugate in H. We assume c+ = z+‘h. Clearly, LY and fl both invert 
a#‘h, and so, (3, p) lies in N&(x,p’h)) :-= (%+‘A, z:~~)(za , PII’). VVe have 
(z~‘X)zs = (.as~‘h)j, (zz~‘L)x)““’ = (a,~‘h)~, and (z+‘h)Z3~‘~ .= (zat~‘h)-‘. The 
elements of NH((zZp’X)) which invert x,p’X all lie in 
(z&h, z3Tr) z&d = (QL’h, zgi) 7rp$. 
This coset contains only the involutions (zZp’h)%pp’, i = 0, l,..., 7. It is 
easy to check that all these eight involutions are conjugate to zi . We have 
found that the involutions of f1 which invert x+‘X are all conjugate to x1 
in G. It follows that o($) = 8 does not occur. 
We are in the position to compute u(zJ and get 
u(q) = 84 (- 2,016 + 2,688 = 4,788. 
(3.16) LE.~N. We have a(z.p) 7 151, 515. 
Proof. We repeat that a(z,r) is the number of ordered pairs (or, /3) such 
that 
(9 a-z1, 
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(ii) /3 N za7i 
(iii) za7r is a power of ~$3. 
Since a/3 is a root of zarr, we see that ~$3 is conjugate in 13a = C(zasr) to 
one of the following elements: xs”r, qry, S~WJ, zans, zanirs-l, z+Kz~~‘, 
Z,~LTZ~T’Y, xr~~zsr’s, z~~LTx~T’s-~. Respectively, these elements have the 
following orders: 2, 6, 10, 14, 14, 4, 12, 28, 28. 
Assume that o(q9) is divisible by 7. Then, since CZ~ is inverted by Y, we 
would get that there is only one class of elements of order 7 in ZZ, which is 
not the case. Hence, o(@) E { 14,281 is not possible. 
Assume now that o(c$) = 2. Then, +3 = xarr and (Y = ~$3. Clearly, 
/3 does not belong to the Hz-class of X~~LT or ,QT’, since (aax, a+~, x~T’) is 
centralized by y. Hence, 6 can only belong to the Us-class of z,.qr. Therefore, 
there arc precisely 315 pairs (CU, /?) with o(@) = 2. 
Next, we assume that o($) is divisible by 3. We determine the structure 
of II, n N((y)) = X. Tl re order of X is 24 * 32, since elements of order 3 
of ET2 are inverted. We know that N((y))l(y) is isomorphic to S, . Hence, 
N,fJ(r>) = Kw~ ,WT) x <Y, rJl( +T’, x), where x is an involution and 
(y, yi) a Sylow 3-subgroup of I& . Obviously, (y, yr) is normal in NH,((y)). 
We choose x in NH1((y)) - C,(y) so that x centralizes an element of order 5 
of N((y)) and centralizes (z~z-, .z+r, ~~7’). Thus, x N zsr in G. Clearly, 
xy$! z y.-’ and [y, x27’] = 1. Hence, (x, an7’) normalizes (y). Maschke’s 
theorem yields that we may assume (yi) so chosen that (rr) is a (zs/, x)- 
complement of (y> in (y, y,). Hence, zs~‘y~~a~’ = ye’ and x or xa7’x ccntral- 
izes yi . We remark that not all involutions of NH,((y)) are conjugate in G. 
This follows from the fact that NH2((y)) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of a 
Sylow 3-normalizer of G and the fact that in a Sylow 3-normalizer of G 
every element of order 3 is centralized by an involution. The group 
<(12)(34), (56), (12)(34)(W) is th e center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of S, , and 
<zan, X) is the center of (zar, a+ 7 x 7’ x). Hence, (q+r, X) contains precisely , B , 
two involutions conjugate to .Z~V and one involution conjugate to zi in G. 
It follows that we must have +TX y z1 . This means z+~+z,~x = y;’ 
and xyrx = y;‘. It follows [yr , XZ,T’] = 1. By the structure of a Sylow 
2-subgroup of S, , we see that the only involutions of (z,.rr, zfir, ssr’, x) 
conjugate to Z, in G are: Z~KX, xip~x, Z,Z,~~LTX. The involution z,rrx has 
precisely 9 conjugates in X. Denote by y an arbitrary element of X. Then, 
(xgrx)%py - xpxxpy” = xy-b’ - zp, 
It follows that there are precisely 9 pairs ((Y, /I) with a/3 -= zszy. Hence, 
them are precisely 9 * 2,240 z 20,160 pairs ((Y, /I) such that o(c$) :-= 6. 
Re determine the number of pairs (cy, p) Lvith a/3 -.-- z+~x?T’~. It is evident 
that LY and 3 lie in the generalized centralizer 
c*(.z,pTz27’ y) = (zpzeT’y)(a2T’x) = I’. 
We determine the involutions of Y which invert zr~~za7’y and determine 
to which conjugacy class they belong. These involutions are all of the 
form (~~~LTz~T’Y)~z~T’x, i == O,..., 11. One computes that precisely then 
(z~~LTz~~‘~)~z~~‘x is conjugate to “nr if i :.c l(2). One gets 
Hence, there are precisely 6 pairs (01, /l) wrth a,8 :- ~,~T.QT’Y. Thus, there 
are precisely 6 . !3,440 = 80,640 pairs (cu, /3) with o(,T/?) = 12. 
We assume now that 0($3) = 4. Then, @a/3 = zaln and &$I --- Z~XLY. It is 
immediately clear that cy does not belong to the il,-class of zr . Hence, 
(Y belongs to the H,-class of 7. Considering the center of N, n li, we see 
that n - z3rpr in II2 . We shall determine the precise number of /3’s with 
j?zgrpfi = (zgrp~) z,x = p. These ,E’s lie in NHz((zlx, +~PT)) - CI,~(xz~~~). 
Clearly, CH?(zJ7rp~) = R2<z4 , ~‘7’) is of order P, and ~~7’ maps z,rrrl*i- onto 
x3x . zpp’ ~7. Further, zz# - z,r in G. We determine all elements x in 
C&qrp7) such that AZ./ is an involution. Clearly, XZ~T’ is an involution if, 
and only if, x is inverted by .z~T’. The elements of R, inverted by ~~7’ form 
lx* , WT, 7). The other elements x must lie in R,(x,). These elements are 
&+~-+$p,~,Q . The elements XZ~T’ which we get are all conjugate to .QT’ 
under H2 and we know that Z~T’ - zjrr holds in G. Hence, there are precisely 
16 possible /3’s with ,Bza~& = u”a~ . Z,Z-~T = ~7. Since the N,-conjugacy 
class of z3ntLT consists of 630 elements, WC get that there are precisely 
16 * 630 = 10,080 pairs (a, 8) with o($) = 4. 
Finally, we assume LX/? =-. Z~VW, where u’ is an element of order 5 of II? . 
Then, 01 and ,6 lie in C*(w). Put 5 = H&x+T, z,~T) and denote by .@* the 
unique subgroup of index 2 of 9. M?e know that sj* possesses precisely one 
class of involutions with representative 3 = (z+-r, Z,pT)zl and that 3 inverts 
an element of order 5 of s* because $* contains a subgroup isomorphic 
to A, . It follows that zr inverts an element of order 5, say ~1, of H, . Hence, 
we have C;,(w) = [<.+x, ZEST> x (w)j(z&. In (z~T, Z+T, zl> the elements 
conjugate to zt are: z, , Z~~FT, and ~7; and the elements conjugate to zp are: 
.~a”, z$T, z,zsnp~, +za?r. The elements 2, , zr’~pr, and pT each have 5 conju- 
gates under C;,(w). An easy computation shows that there are precisely 
5 pairs (LZ, /I) with $I = z3nw. Since Z~VW has precisely 8,064 conjugates 
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under Ha, we see that there are precisely 5 . 8,064 = 40,320 pairs (cu, p) 
such that 0(x/3) = 10. Therefore, a(z,.rr) = 151,515. The lemma is proved. 
(3.17) THEOREM. The order of G is 21n * 33 * 52 . 73 * 17. 
Proof. Application of (3.14), (3.15), and (3.16) yields 
1 G ( = 21,504 - 151,515 + 161,280 - 4,788 = 4,030,387,200. Q.E.D. 
We shall now determine the p-complements of Sylow p-subgroups in their 
normalizers and shall derive the complete table of conjugacy classes of G. 
(3.18) LEMMA. A Sylozc 5-normalizer of G has order 24 . 3 * 5’. 
Proof. Application of (3.8) yields C(w) -_ (w) x A, A z As, for an 
element w of order 5 of H2 . The centralizer Ha of .z3r in G contains a sub- 
group of order 20 which is a Frobcnius-group. Consequently, there exists 
an element v of order 4 which normalizes A such that (w, z) is a Frobenius- 
group of order 20. The Frattini-argument yields that the order of a Sylow 
5-normalizer is divisible by 23 . 52. Denote by w1 an element of order 5 
of /I and putF =-= (w, w&. Clearly, C(F) -_= I;: We have 1 GL(2,5)/ == 2” . 3 . 5. 
Application of a theorem of Sylow yields that i N(F)/ is equal either to 
23 . 52 or 2” .3 * 52. The element ZI of order 4 normalizes A. Hence, since 
Am(A) E S, , an mvolution centralizes wr , and so, w and w1 are conjugate 
in G. A result of Burnside yields that w and w1 must be conjugate to each 
other under N(F). This would not be the case if N(I;) would be contained in 
((CO) x A)(u). We h ave shown that 1 N(F) = 24 .3 . 52. The lemma is 
proved. 
(3.19) LEMMA. A Sylow 7-normalizer of G has order 2 * 32 * F. A Sylow 
7-subgroup of G is non-abelian. 
Proof. The second assertion follows directly from the structure of the 
centralizer in G of an element of order 7 of H, . Denote by S a Sylow 7-sub- 
group of G. It is easy to check that 1 C(S)\ is not divisible by 2, 3, 5, or 17. 
Hence, 1 C(S)/ = 7, and C(S) = Z(S). E ‘ram earlier esults, we see that 
Z(S) is not conjugate to a subgroup of II2 . Assume by way of contradiction 
that 22 divides 1 N(S)/. Then, a group of order 4 normalizes Z(S), and so, 
Z(S) would be conjugate to (u) in G. But it follows from the structure of H 
that 4 does not divide ( N((o))l. H cnce, we have shown that 22 does not 
divide ! N(S)\. We have I GL(2,7)1 = 25 . 32 * 7. Thus, 1 N(S)/S I is a divisor 
of 2 . 32. Application of a theorem of Sylow yields ( N(S): = 2 . 32 . 73. The 
lemma is proved. 
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(3.20) LEXZMA. A Sylow 17-normalizer of G is a Frobenius-group of 
order P . 17. 
Proof. It is a consequence of earlier esults that a Sylow 17-subgroup Y 
of G is not centralized by groups of order 2, 3, 52, or 73. ilpplication of a 
theorem of Sylow yields that the order of N(Y) is either equal to 23 * 17 or 
23 * 5 . 7 . 17. Assume by way of contradiction that 1 N( Y)l = 2” * 5 * 7 . 17. 
Then, i C(Y), = 5 .7 . 17 and C(Y) is abelian. A Sylow 2-subgroup of 
N(Y) is cyclic of order 8 and normalizes the Sylow 5-subgroup B of C(Y). 
But then, B is conjugate to a subgroup of H, , and we know that 17 does not 
divide i C(R)‘. This contradiction proves the lemma. 
(3.21) I,EMMA. Denote by F* a 5-complement of a Sylozc 5-subgroup of G 
in its normalizer. Then, a Sylow 2-subgroup of P” is a central product of a 
quaternion group Q of order 8 and a cyclic group Z of order 4 with / Z n Q 1 = 2. 
The group Q is normalized nontrivially by an element of order 3 and %: is central- 
ized by that element. Further, j Z(F*). = 4, and the involution of Z(F*) is 
conjugate to x1 in G. 
Proof. L1,‘e have C(w) =. (w> x 13, A g A, , for an element ec of order 5 
of Ii, . Also, in H, , there is an element v of order 4 such that (zL’, v) is a 
Frobenius-group of order 20. The element v induces an outer automorphism 
of A, since otherwise an element of order 5 would be centralized by an element 
of order 4 which is not possible. Denote by w1 an element of order 5 of &4. 
Then, u: N ZL’~ under N((w, wi)) because Aut(A) s S, . The Frattini- 
argument yields /I(V) =:: N,,,,((wI))A. I1 ence, NA(o>((~l)) has order 23 . 5. 
Further, ~3(z’)‘C(~4) .%. S, . Denote by Y a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,,,>((w,)). 
Then, Y / -2 8 and / A n Y j -= 2. Denote by a the involution of i-l n I-. 
Then, <w, , u> is a Frobenius-group of order 10. The group Y contains an 
element sic of order 4, a, E I I, such that (wi , arv) is a Frobenius-group 
of order 20. We change our notation and replace urv by v. We represent 
(n, v) on the “vector-space” (w, wi) with the basis {w, wi} over GF(5) and 
get without loss of generality the following correspondences: 
It is clear that (ii) lies in Z(GL(2,5)) and that (i 4) lies in SL(2,5). Denote 
by P* a Sylow 5-complement of N((w, wr)). WC may assume that Y is 
contained in F*. Then, since F* operates faithfully on (w, w,}, we see that 
av lies in Z(P). Denote by y an elcmcnt of order 3 of F*. Assume by way of 
contradiction that (y) is normal in F*. Then, since 1 F* ! := 24 . 3, we 
would get that y is centralized by a group of order 8 which is not a dihedral 
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group. Hence, (y) is not normal in F*. Application of a theorem of Sylow 
yields I N,“((y))i =: 4 . 3. By a theorem of Frohenius it follows that F* is 
2-closed. The elementsy and z, correspond to elcmcnts of SL(2,5) and (y, V) 
is 2-closed. Since v is of order 4, we get that I(y, v)[ = 2” . 3 and that a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of (y, v) is a quaternion-group of order 8 which is acted 
upon nontrivially by (y). We know that Z(p*) is cyclic of order 4. Checking 
the centralizers of clemcnts of order 4, we get that Z(I;-*) is conjugate to 
(zzrr) in G. The lemma is proved. 
(3.22) LEMMA. All elements of order 5 of G are conjqate. I’x is an element 
of order 5 of a Sylow 5-subgroup F of G, then 1 C(x) n N(F)! = = 2 * 5”. 
Proof. Denote by1;’ a Sylow 5-subgroup of G. Assume by way of contra- 
diction that an element x of order 5 of P is centralized by a subgroup X of 
order 4 of N(F). Then, as we know, this subgroup must be elementary 
abelian. By Maschke’s theorem, we get F =- (x) x (v), where <E) is nor- 
malized by X. Hence, an element different from 1 of X centralizes (2). 
Thus, X would not act faithfully on F which is not possible. L!:e have proved 
that no clement of order 5 of F is centralized by a subgroup of order 4 of 
N(F). That in N(F) an element of order 5 cannot be centralized by an element 
of order 3 follows from (3.20) and the order of C(p). The assertion of the 
lemma follows. 
(3.23) LEMMA. Denote by S a Sylwu 7-subgroup of G. The center Z(S) 
is conjugate to a subgroup of Cl+/), zhere y is an element of order 3 of Hz . 
Further, N(S)iS is isomorphic to the direct product of a group of order 3 and &, . 
Proof. Put Z(S) = (I,). Then, (5,) is of order 7. We know that (fl) is 
normalized by a subgroup S* of N(S) of order 2 . 32. Thus, (f,) is centralized 
by an clement of order 3, say d. We know that in G there are precisely two 
classes of elements of order 3. It is clear that (fl) is not conjugate to a sub- 
group of H, . Assume that J - p holds in G. We have N((p)) g S, x I,,(7) 
and ~*rh E Z(N((p)) mod(p)). This means that z,xh centralizes the elements 
of order 7 of C(p), and so, ([J would be conjugate to a subgroup of If, 
because Z~T - z,xh in G. It follows d-y, where (r) is of order 3 and 
conjugate to a subgroup of H, . Application of (3.13) yields that S* induces 
the full automorphism group of (fl\. Thus, in S*(f,), we get that 
N((El))/C(f,) is cyclic of order 6. Since S*(f,) n C(f,) -= (~~) x (d), w’e 
have S”(t,) c N(<d)), and the structure of N(<d)) yields that an involution 
of S* is conjugate to z1 . Such an involution inverts d. The assertion of the 
lemma follows. 
The results obtained so far are suflicicnt to produce the table of conjugacy 
classes of G which are listed in Table III. 
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TABL,E III 
T.um OF CONJUCACY CLASS= OF G 
_ 
o(x) 
-- 
1 
2 
4 
4 
8 
6 
12 
14 
14 
2 
6 
10 
14 
14 
4 
12 
17 
17 
5 
28 
28 
3 
7 
15 
21 
7 
3 
21 
21 
21 
7 
7 
7 
-- 
! a=(x) 
--. -.. 
210 . 3" 5" . 73 ,7 
2'0. 3 .7 
2: 3 
2' 
2' 
23 3 
2' 3 
2.7 
2.7 
29.31.5.7 
23. 3" 
2’ 5 
23 7 
2" . 7 
p.3.7 
22 3 
17 
17 
21. 3 jZ 
2’ . 7 
2' . , 
2:' 3:' 5 7 
21. 3 7" 
3.5 
3.7 
2.7' 
2" .3' ., 
3.7 
3.7 
3.7 
2". 3 7' 
2 .72 
3 75 
: c, I 
I 
187,425 
10,495,800 
3 1,487,400 
251,899,20+-l 
167,932,800 
335,865,600 
287,884,800 
287,884,800 
24,990 
55,977,600 
201,519,360 
71,971,200 
71,971,200 
5,997,6OU 
335,865,600 
237,081,600 
237,081,600 
13,434,624 
143,942,400 
143,942,400 
533,120 
3,427,200 
268,692,480 
191,923,200 
41,126,400 
7,996,800 
191,923,200 
191,923,2(x) 
191,923,200 
3,427,200 
41,126,400 
3,916,800 
-- .-. _ _ 
4.030.387.200 
4. PSL(5,2) 
Throughout this section we shall assume that N(E)/E sz N(E$E, z A, 
holds. 
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Proof. Since N(E)/Ez A, has prcciscly two classes of involutions, we 
obtain from the action of I?l/E on E that Err + E~PT. The coset ET contains 
precisely tight involutions, and EQT splits into conjugacy classes of H in the 
following way: 2~ + 6.za7i -I- 82,~. The coset i%pr splits into H-classes in 
the following way: 27~~’ -j- 2z,rr~r L-- 42,n~r + 8.29~~7. Both, .z,rr and 
.zz~~r have order 4. We know that v - .QT is not possible. Hence, we get 
z4qr - 2s~ and either 7~7 b v or zrrq.~r - r. If we would have .arrp~ - YT 
then we would get q.~ - a,~ against (2.16). Hence, 7rpr - 7r and xi~~7 - “,a, 
holds in N(E). The lemma is proved. 
(4.2) LEMMA. 1rz N(Z$) xc haoe zsrr A ,U - zlrPr and as - ,r/,,~. 
Proof. Since N(Z#Z:‘, has precisely two classes of involutions, we obtain 
from the action of H/El on Er that I&p - &izs . The coset ElzS splits into 
II-classes in the following way: 22, $- 6z,z -I- 87’~s. The coset E+ splits 
into H-classes in the following way: 2~~7 + 2zrrp~ + 4~ -!-- 8~7’. WC know 
that both ~7’ and 7’~s have order 4. Thus, aa - ~LT and .a,~ -p h zrrp~. 
The lemma is proved. 
(4.3) LEMMA. For i equal to 1 and 2 zL’e have 1 N(RJ = 2’” * 32 * 7. 
Proof. ilpplication of (2.13) yields that a, - za - r - rrp7 holds in 
N(H,), i = 1,2. The assertion follows, since ; NH(&)/ = 2i” * 3. 
(4.4) LEMnm. The centralizer of .znn in N(R,), i = I, 2, has order 2s . 3. 
Proof. For the proof we assume i =-: 1, since the case i == 2 can be 
treated similarly. If zsr had only 6 conjugates under N(R& then (zr , as, a,, rr) 
would be centralized by an element of order 7 of N(R,). But this contradicts 
the structure of N and the fact that a, is not conjugate to zar in G. Thus, 
z,r has more than 6 conjugates under N(R,). If z,,np~ - z,~r under N(R,) 
then 1 C(z,rr) n N(R,)! .= 2s . 3. Assume that zsa is not conjugate to z+rpr 
in N(R,). Then .a,~ has precisely 18 conjugates under N(R,), and a,+~~7 has 
precisely 24 conjugates under N(R,). Since qrpr - .z,n in G, there exists 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(Z,,~U~) which normalizes R, and has order 2s. This 
is not possible. Hence, we must have zaz - zrrrpr - aarrp~ under N(R,) 
and ( C(zq) n N(R,)! = 2” .3. The lemma is proved. 
(4.5) LEMn% A Sylow 3-subgmup of N(R,) is not cyclic. C(Z,X) n N(RJ, 
i = I, 2, is a splittin, extension of Ri hy S, . Further, the centralizer of 
(zgr, zip) has index 2 in C(zgr) n N(R,). Also, we have 
C(zp) n N(R,) -= C(z3n) n Ai( 
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Proof. We have p E N(R,) and C,r(p) = (zi , n). Hcncc, 
R, = (a, , r> x [R,,pl, 
and so, i[H, , p], = 24. A Sylow 3-subgroup of N(R,) operates faithfully on 
[R, , p], since (5~7, np’r’)(p) =E A, . From the structure of A, follows that 
a Sylow 3-subgroup of N(R,) is elementary abelian. The case i = 2 can be 
treated similarly using (r, T)(U) E A, . 
Put Q = C(za7r) n N(R,). The order of &Ri is 23 * 3 and a Sylow 
2-subgroup of Q,‘Rj is dihedral of order 8. Using a result in [I] it is easy 
to see that Q splits over Rj . Put Q -= Q/Ri. Assume by way of contra- 
diction that O(Q) rj (1). Then 1 O(Q); 3 and O(Q) .-.I O(N(R,),‘R,). 
Since elements of order 7 of N(H,) operate fixed-point-free on Ri , we get 
Ri L Csi(O(Q)) X [O(Q), RJ M;ith [C,i(O(Q))l = 8. But this yields 
’ CRi(O(Q))I >- 8, which is a contradiction. \Ye have proved that O(Q) is 
equal to (1). A result in [3] yields Q : S, . 
If i = 1, we may assume that R,(zp, X)<~,T’)/R, = Xl1 is a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of Q. If i = 2, we may assume that R,(z,z,z, , ~‘T‘)(z~T’)~R~ = 2, 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Q. Since Q E S’, , there is precisely one four- 
subgroup of Ifi, , i -= 1,2, which is normalized by an element of order 3 of Q. 
N’e have Z(f?,<z,-r, z~T’)) = <zi , xar) = Z(K,(z,z,x, , zs~‘)). Hence, R,R2 
is normalized by an element x of order 3 of ,O. Clearly, x E N(R,) n N(R,). 
This yields C(zan) n N(R,) .c C(+r) n N(R,). One computes 
Z(R,R,) - (zl , z3, r, ,uT). 
Elements of Z(R,R,) conjugate to z1 in G are: zr , za , zizs ,7i, zi?~, PT, 7~~7, 
“lz.$T, .z3?Tpr. Elements of Z(R,R,) conjugate to zjv in G are: zrrr, zizarr, 
z3p7, zlz3rrpT, .z#T, ZlTr}LT. It is easy to see that zi has precisely three and 
that 7~ has precisely six conjugates under Q. It follows that C&,+LT) and 
Co(x,np~) are 2-groups. Th us, (z,~, a+~) is centralized by an element of 
order 3 of Q. The lemma is proved. 
(4.6) LJ3JM.4. The four-poup (z3x, 2+tr) is normal in C(z3v) = II, . 
Proof. Put C(Z,V) : N, . We have 
C,p+‘) n C(Z,) -= (2, , Z,T, zgr’, 7, +z.~). 
The commutator subgroup of CH2(z2~ ‘) n II is equal to (zl). Hence, a Sylow 
2-subgroup of CH,(za~‘) h as order 2”. All involutions of R,R,(z,r’> - R,R, 
are conjugate to z2+, since R,R,(~,T’)/R, is dihedral of order 8 and since all 
involutions of R1z.g’ are conjugate under R, . Ko element of R, or R, can be 
conjugate to zsr’ in Ii, . Let x be an involution of R,R, .- R, _ Then x lies 
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either in R,z, , R,p ‘T’, or RezAp’rf. Assume that x lies in Rg4 . Then, we have 
x=r~I,tER2.Sincex2~1,weget[r,x,]=-1andv~CR,(X3;=R~~RR2. 
Hence, y.z4 E R, . In this way, WC see that an involution of R,R, lies in A, or 
in R, . Clearly, .Z+T is not conjugate to an involution of RIR2(z,~‘) - RlR2 . 
Let x be an involution of R2 with x N Z+LT in II2 . Then, there exists-y in Ii2 
with (z+T)” = x. It follows RIYRz _C C,(x) and R, C CHz(x). Since (R,R2)y 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CHg(x), we may assume that R, C R1~R,yJ. It follows 
that R, is normalized by y, since R, and R, cannot be conjugate in G. It 
follows that (z,~T)v lies in {z+T, z1z3rp~j. We get the same result if x lies 
in R, . Clearly, O(H,) = (I), since (z~ , zs) acts on O(H,). Application of a 
result of [2] yields that .Z~~LT lies in Z(H, mod(zalr)). The lemma is proved. 
(4.7) LERIMA. We Izave 1 C(zgr)l = 2s * 3. 
Proof. Put 6 =: C((qr, zp)) and 05 = G/&r, .+T). A Sylow 2-sub- 
group of @5 is 7’ 1 = R1(zp, h), since all involutions of <.z~T, Z+T) are 
conjugate. 11Te have C(Z,) n 6 .= T’. In the epimorphism % -+ (5 we put 
% -'31 9 23 -3, 9 x4 - 34 > P ‘7’ -+ nt’t’, 7 + t, h + 1, and K + I, where K is 
an element of order 3 in C(z3r) n N(R,) n N(R,). Looking at the 
G-conjugacy classes of (Z 3n, x+7, z,), we see that 1 C(a,) n (5 / = 2” and 
C,(j]) == (31 , 33, 34 ) ln’t’)(t, I) = 2. Put R~I(z~x, x1/17) == ~ii , i - 1. 2. 
One computes Z(Z) =: (jl , Q. Th e cosets 9J1t, ‘B~1, and 5Q1tI are conjugate 
under (f). Ilence, all involutions of 2 -.- ‘%, are conjugate in 2(f). It is easy 
to see that C&J =:= Y$ and C&J n C(JJ = !I$ hold. Put !XJ = %,(t, I)(f). 
Then, !B =: N($%,) n Q. Sow, it is clear that the order of a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of C,(a) is equal to 24. Since 34 is not centralized by elements of odd order 
in ($5, we obtain ) Cc~(j4)1 = 24. All involutions of (aI, z3) are conjugate in ‘%B. 
Hence, we see that m possesses precisely three classes of involutions with 
the representatives 3, , j4 and t. We determine C,(t). Obviously, ‘A2 c C,(t) 
and C,(t) = !I$ . Since !D = 5X.&, m’t’)(Q, WC obtain that a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C,(t) has order 24. It is obvious that t is not centralized by 
an element of odd order of 05. Thus, / C,(t): -=: 24. It follows that (li is a 
CIT-group in the sense of [II]. Application of ([IO]; Theorem 4, p. 197) 
yields O,(G) # <l>. Since O,(Csi) lies in 2, a property of p-groups yields 
(j* ) 33) C O,(8). If X = 02(@) or (jl ,j3) : O,(8) then 8 =; 2D. If 
!I$ = O,(@), then, also, we get Q = 2B. Thus, j G i = 28 . 3. The lemma 
is proved. 
We have proved that HZ = C(z,rr) is contained in N(R,), i == 1,2. Also 
we have H,/Ri :g S, and [R2(-r, rh)(~)],/R, -e A, for an element K of order 3 
of Hz . From the proof of (4.5) follows C(K) n (zl , z, , 71, p) .= (ap, zip). 
Assume by way of contradiction that 1 CRe(~) = 16. Then, a four-subgroup 
of R, which intersects R, trivially is centralized by K. This, however, contra- 
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diets the fact that Hz/R, is isomorphic to S, . Because of Z~T’ 4 O,(li,), we 
may put Z27‘KZ27’ = K-‘. We have proved: 
(4.8) LEMMA. The nOrm~h?? Of (K> i?z II, iS [(Zgr, X+LT) X (K\]&T’), 
where K is inverted by ~~7’. 
\\;e need some information about the conjugacy classes of involutions 
of H, . The cosets Rgzx, , R+‘T’, and R+z+‘T are conjugate under the action 
of ‘K’ \ ,,. One computes CR2(z.,) = (zr , z:, , X, ~7). In R,zz, them are four 
elements conjugate to z,, , four elements conjugate to z,lr, and eight elements 
conjugate to z,p. Hence, in R,R,(K) -- R, there are precisely three Hz- 
classes of involutions with representatives z4 , ZEST, Q~T, since zJ + ap\~~ 
in G and u”,,~ ,- Z,+LT cannot happen under H, . If x is an involution of 
II, - R,H,(u), then Rx is conjugate to R2r’z1 in Hz/R,. One computes 
C,e(Z2T’) 2 & - , r , z3r, T),and so, all eight involutions of RZzB~’ are conjugate 
in FZz . It follows that all involutions of r-I;, -. R,R,<K\ are conjugate under 
r-r, .
WC want to show that a(zsr) is uniquely determined. Assume first hat 
o(cg3) ::.- 6, o( - zT1 ) p b .zyrr in G. Then, 01 and /3 both normalize a subgroup 
of order 3 of H, . Thus, (Y and /3 arc conjugate to elements in (z,n, Z+T, zer’j. 
But all involutions of (z,~, QLT, x27’) are conjugate to zaz in G. Hence, 
e(c@) .= 6 is not possible. Assume next that o(+) = 2. Then, a/3 = Z~V and 
/3 == (YZ~Z. With the information we have derived the number of pairs (a, 13) 
with $ = zzrr can be computed and turns out to be unique. Assume finally 
that o(cwp) = 4. Then, or@+3 =:z saz and ,%x/3 = cuzan. Such p’s lie in 
W&w 4) .- G&). B ecause of zsn + LY, we see that N61a((za~, LX>) is a 
2-group of fIz . If CL lies in R, , then, as is easy to compute, (Y hes in R, CT R, _ 
It follows C,(U) = R,R, . Clearly, cy is not conjugate to z1 under Ua . Thus, 
if (Y lies in Rz , we have o( ,- ~7 in H, . Further, (~7)“2” == p~rz,rr. Hence, the 
number of pairs (CL, 8) with o( E R, can be computed. liow, let a: run through 
N,-classes outside R, . Such classes must be contained in R,R,(K) - R, , 
since ~~7’ w z,rr in G. It is immediately clear that 01 cannot belong to the 
Zla-class of 4 . , smce ,z4zarr is not conjugate to xi in G. We have shown: 
(4.9) ~JEMMA. The number a(z.g) is uniquely determined and can be computed 
with our knowledge of G. 
As an immediate consequence we get 
(4.10) LEMMA. ?‘heovderofGisequalto210*32-5~7~31. 
Proof. The group L,(2) satisfies all conditions imposed on G. The order 
of G is given uniquely by the numbers 1 W 1, j Ii, I, a@,), and a(z377;). Thus, 
we must have j G ; --- ! L,(2)]. The lemma is proved. 
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To be able to identify G with L,(2) we use the following theorem of N. 
It0 ([7]; p. 564): 
Let Q be the set of all symbols 1,2,..., n, called points, and let 6 be a doubly 
transitive permutation group on 9 such that 6 contains an intransitive sub- 
group !8 of index n which is not the stabilizev of a point. Let D be an orbit of 23 
on Q. Then, if the restriction of B to D is not faithful, then CC, is permutation 
isomorphic to a group of Lie-type. 
WC put B := N(E) and B -= N(EJ. For the set Q WC take the left-cosets 
of R in G. Then, B is the stabilizer of the point B in Q. We prove. 
(4. I I) LEMMA. The groups B and 23 are not conjugate in G. Hence, b is 
not the stabilizer of a point in 52. 
Proof. Assume that there is an clement g E G such that Bg = 8. ‘f’hcn, 
we have Eg = Ei , and Tu normalizes E, . There is an element n in 23 with 
TJn == T, since T lies in 23. Therefore, the element gn lies in T, since T is 
selfnormalizing. Further, IP = E, . But this is not possible, since both E 
and E1 are normal in T. 
(4.12) LEMMA. The group 23 is not transitive on Q. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that B is transitive on Q. Appli- 
cation of ([6]; 21.3) yields that 23 is 2-ply transitive on Q. Since G is a permu- 
tation group on Q, so is its subgroup 23. It is a consequence of ([6]; 20.2) 
that !8 has an irreducible complex character of degree 30 which, however, 
is not the case. This contradiction proves the lemma. 
(4.13) LEMMA. There is an orbit D of 8 on Q such that the restriction of 23 
on D is not faithful. 
Pvoof. Assume by way of contradiction that 23 is faithful on each of its 
orbits on .Q. Clearly, 23 is a permutation group on each of its orbits. Hence, 
from the order of !E we get that the orbits of 23 on Q have cardinality greater 
or equal to 15. It follows that 23 has two orbits on Q of cardinality 15 and 16, 
since, otherwise, B would act transitively on Q which it does not. It follows 
that ‘$3 is isomorphic to a subgroup of A,, . A Sylow 2-subgroup of A,, has 
order 2i” and a center of order 4. This contradicts Z(T) - (9,). 
(4.14) THEOREM. The group G is isomorphic to L,(2). 
Proof. We have shown that G satisfies the conditions of Ito’s theorem. 
Hence, G is permutation-isomorphic to a group of Lie-type. It follows that G 
contains a subgroup isomorphic to L,(2). The lemma is proved. 
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In this section we finish the proof of our theorem. We know that either 
N(B)/Eg A, or N(EJE, s A, holds. 
Since zr - za - rr holds in G and since E and R, occur symmetrically 
in N, we may make the following assumption: 
(5.1) In G we have N(E)/E -z A, and rV(B,) = H. 
(5.2) LEMMA. In N(R,) we have 
Proof. We use that N(E)/E is isomorphic to A, and that A, has precisely 
two classes of involutions. It follows that Z?~T and &t~r are conjugate under 
N(E)/E. Thus, rr - T+T and zrrt~ - Z,~PT - zan. Because of z1 -n we 
get that zr - rr - zs - ~ZD holds in N(R,). Hence, 1 N(R,)( = 2’” . 32 * 7. 
Because of zsrr - X,WFT, we see that 29 divides the order of C(st7rpr) n N(RJ. 
It follows that QT~T has precisely 42 conjugates under N(R,). The lemma 
is proved. 
(5.3) LEMM. In N(R,) we haae z1 -z, - m - vp - p and zgv - xgrp. 
Proof. Because of N(E,) = Ii and (2.15) we get T - p. It follows imme- 
diately from nlL = r that in N(R,) we have a, - za - 71~ mt~ - p. Hence, 
( N(R,)i = 210. 33 . 5. If x3” had only 6 conjugates under N(R,), then 
(z 1 Y x3 3 X, T) would be centralized by an element of order 3 which is against 
the structure of H. The lemma is proved. 
(5.4) LEWW. The group (zp, z,pT) is no~mrcl in C(z,r) = Hz . Further, 
NH,(R,)!‘R, s S, , NF;I,(Q’R~ s S4 , and NB~(&) C NH~(%). 
Proof. It is a direct consequence of (2.17) that N,*(R,)/R, is isomorphic 
to S, . A Sylow 2-subgroup of C(zp) n N(R,) is R,R,(z,T’). It follows that 
an element x of order 3 of NHt(RB) must normalize R,R, . Thus, x lies in 
NH,(~), and so, NH~(~)I~ z S4. 
The proof that (x3x, z,~T) is normal in N,JZ?,) is similar to that of (3.4) 
and therefore will be omitted. 
Finally, we show that (z37r, +T) is normal in H2 . We shall make use of 
([,?I; Corollary 1, p. 404). Since C,(z,), C,?(sJ, and CHz(z1z3) are 2groups, 
we get that O(ZZa) = (1). Thus, O(H,/(z,n)) = (1). We show that z#T 
is not conjugate in H, to an involution of R,R,(z,T’) different from z+r or 
zlz$7pT. We have ZZ, n If n C(+T) := (zr , z3x, z~T', 7, z3z4). The commu- 
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tator subgroup of that group is (x1). Hence, a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH,(x/) 
has order 2”. All involutions of RlR2(.ze~') - R,R, are conjugate to z~T’, 
since / R, n C(Z/)) = 8 and R,R,(z, T'\'R~ is dihedral of order 8. Hence, ,, 
E+LT cannot be conjugate to an element of RIR,(z,~') .- R,R, . If x is an 
involution of RIR, , then x lies in Rl or R, . Assume that z,p is conjugate 
to an involution x of R, under [I* . Then, there is an clement y in HZ with 
(z+LT)~ := x. LVe have (RIR,)'J i-C,( x and R, CCH2(s). Since (R,R.$ is ) 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(x), we may assume that R, _C (R1R2)u. It follows 
R, = R,Y and y E N(R,) n H, . Hence, (z+T)” lies in {JQLT, z,++T}. The 
same result one gets if x lies in R, , The result of G. Glaubcrmann yields 
that (z,;~, QLT) is normal in II2 . The lemma is proved. 
(5.5) LEMMA. We haze Hz C: N(R,). 
Proof, \\:e determine the structure of C((z,n, .Q.L~)) 7: 6. Put 
8 = @?/(z~T, X+LT). In the epimorphism F -> Cc we put: x1 -+ 3, , Z, --+ 3s , 
p -> rn, A -+ I, z4 --, 34, p’~‘+rn’f’, K---f f, Iii --+ ‘iRi, i = I, 2. Here, 
K denotes an element of order 3 in N(R,) n N(H,). The elementary abelian 
group 9& of order 16 is acted upon faithfully by a group isomorphic to A5 . 
Hence, all involutions of Y& are conjugate under N(%*). Further, 
C,(jl) .= %78(34, m’t’). We know that the coscts 91,34 ,Qlt’t’, and !&3&f 
are conjugate under the action of(f). Since Cs2(34) == (31 , j3), all involutions 
of %234 arc conjugate under %x . If Cfi(34) were not a 2-group, then 
(zsn, x+7, zq) would be centralized by a nontrivial element of odd order. 
This however, contradicts z1 w z4 + z3n. Thus, C@(3J is a 2-group. We 
have !Xi, CC&34) and N(%J n CG(3J --; !Ri, . Therefore, 1 C8(3J1 =. 24. 
We have proved that 0?i possesses precisely two cIassL% of involutions and 
that the centralizer of every involution of 6 is a 2-group. Application of 
([ZU]; Theorem 4, p. 197) yields that O,((%) is nontrivial. The 2-group 
C,(3J is a Sylow 2-subgroup of (rj with center equal to (31 , 3j). Thus, WC 
get (31 , 3.J C O,(Q). Since all involutions of 91Z are conjugate under N(‘%J, 
we must have ‘$ _C O,(@). Clearly, O,(8) cannot be a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
8 because, otherwise, (fi would be 2-closed, whereas N(%!J is not. We have 
proved that ‘31, = O,(G). It follows 8 = N(‘%J and C((z,n, z+u)) c N(R,). 
Application of (5.4) yields the assertion. 
In what follows we shall show that a(z3r) can be computed with the 
information w’c have obtained so far, and that a(qr) is determined uniquely. 
This means that we have to show that the number of pairs (LU, /3) with (Y - x, , 
p ~QT, and (u,S)~ := x3r for some number n is determined uniquely. First, 
we determine the classes of involutions of 112 . There are the classes iz3r) 
and {Z+LT, x,z~?T~~~. The involution “I has precisely 15 conjugates under ff, . 
The same is true for x,z,sr. Since CxZ(r) has order 28, we get that n has 
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precisely 30 conjugates under H, . We have found all conjugacy classes of H2 
which lie in R, . Denote by Ha* the centralizer of <a,~, x~~T) in Hz. Then 
H2*/R, g A,. All involutions of H,*/R, are conjugate in H,*/R, . Since 
E&hwz, 7 P’~‘)<K)]/& z A, f or an element K of order 3 of N(R,) n N(R,), 
we get that zp lies in H* - H, . One computes CRI(zI) = (al , zs , z, PT>. 
Therefore, R,x, contains precisely 16 involutions. It follows that xq has 
precisely 4 conjugates in R2z4 . The involution zan has also precisely 4 conju- 
gates in R,z4 . It is easy to see that z4~; + zarr holds in Ii, and that .QL~ 
has precisely 8 conjugates in Kg, . We have determined all lfa-classes of 
involutions which lie in H,*. Since Hz/R, -= Ss , we get that all involutions 
of Hz - Ha* are conjugate to X~T’ because all involutions of R,z,r’ are 
conjugate under R2. Representatives of the Ha-classes of involutions are: 
xp, XpT, x1 ) ir, x&T, x4 ) x,77, q.LT, xg-‘. Since Ii, is a splitting extension 
of R, by Sj, there is an element y of order 3 which is centralized by 
x27’. Also, from the structure of Hz WC get that there is an involution [ 
which inverts y and centralizes (zas~, Z+T, 2,~‘). Thus, we obtain 
NI&Y)) = Lb) x <~sr, Z,CL~ -)(+T’)](<). We have chosen 5 so that 5 lies 
in H,* -- R, . One computes easily that a Sylow 2-subgroup of NUz*((r)) 
contains precisely three involutions conjugate to za’~ which invert y. The 
other involution inverting y is then conjugate to a1 in G. It follows that 
zp~ - x,x,npi-S - xp holds. Interchanging 5 and +r{ if necessary, WC’ 
may assume that 5 - zr holds. Then, WC must have zazc h QT. Clearly, ~~7’5 
and ~~r’zarr[ lie in H, - Ha*, and so, WC must have +r’[ N zo”2r’zg?r[ N aaa. 
We have determined to which conjugacy classes of G the involutions of 
(z3z, zar’, 2~~7) x (0 belong. Denote by w an element of order 5 of Ii, . 
Then, CR2(w) := (.~a, ZEST), and so, C,*(w)* has order 2”.5. From the 
structure of Hz/R2 we see that x, inverts an element of order 5, since all 
Ha-classes of involutions of Hz* - R, pass through (zar, a+~, .a$. We may 
assume that zq inverts w. Thus, C,*(w) = [(w) x (zan, z~PL~)](z$. Roots 
of za~ have orders 2, 4, 6, 12, or 10. There is precisely one class of elements 
of order 10 which are roots of zam. A representative of that class is X~~TW. The 
number of pairs (a, /3) with o(a/3) = 10 can be determined in Ca&w)*. There 
is precisely one class of elements of order 6 of Hz which are roots of z,~. 
A representative of that class is zany. Hence, the number of pairs (a, p) with 
o(a/3) = 6 can be determined in NH2((r)). From the structure of Nnz((y)) 
follows that H, possesses precisely one class of elements of order 12 which 
are roots of xs~. A representative of that class is x,/LTz~T’~. The number of 
pairs (a, 6) with o(c@) = 12 can be determined in NH,(+)). Since we have 
determined the Ha-classes of involutions of Hz, we are able to determine 
the number of pairs (a, /3) such that o(a,Q) = 2, or equivalently, a/3 = x3=. 
Finally, we have to consider the case that o(@) == 4. Then, a,&$ = 2s~ or 
pap L= agra. Evidently, a dots not belong to the Ifa-classes of a1 , “Ye . Thus, 
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(Y can only run through the II,-class of r. We know that CN,(zs7rp~) r= R,R, . 
Hence, Z~~PT is not conjugate to x1 under H, . Also, we know that C&Jz,) 
has order 2’. It follows +,np~ - z under I/? . We have 
NH,((qr, zpp)) -= R,R,(z2;r’). 
Hence, the number of pairs (iy, fl) with (q3)* =z z37r can be determined using 
the structure of RIR2(z2~‘). WC have shown that a(x3r) is uniquely dcter- 
mined. It is evident that also a(q) is given by the structure of H and the 
fusion of involutions of G. Hence, since &Zz4 has the properties of the group G 
of this section, we obtain ; G ! := j M24 ;. We are able to prove the following 
result: 
(5.6) THEOREM. The group G of this section is isomorphic to Mz4 . 
Proof. We have derived that ; G I = j Mz4 I. Since G is simple, applica- 
tion of ([9]; Main Theorem, p. 164) yields M.,,= G. 
The main theorem is proved. 
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